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INVESTIGATIONS IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Spring 1974
..

i
Mathematics Education Research Studies Reported inn Research

in Education (January - March, 1974)
. .

Mathematics Education Reseafch Studi6 Reported in Journals
as Indexed by CIJE (January - March, 1974)

.

Bright,George W.% Carry, L. RdY. The Influence of Professiorial
Reference Groups on DeCisions of Preseryice Secondary Scool
Mathematics Teachers. Journalfor Research, in Mathematics 0 '

Edication, v5 n2, pp87-97, March 1974.
Abstracted by THOMAS J. COONEY

.ahan, Leroy G.; Robinson, Mary L. Task-Analysis Procedures in
Mathematics Instruotion of Achievers and Underachieve/4. School
Science and Mathematics, v73 n7, pp578-584, October 1973

Abstracted by MARY ANN BYRNE
, '13' 4. .

Cathcart, W. George; Liedtke, Werner W. Role Of ConOeptual Tempo.
4in Concept Formation. Aaberia Journal of Educational Research,

v19 n3, pp216-223, September 1973.
...

Abstrafcted by EDWARD J. DAVIS 17
. .

Collis, Keven F. A Stud of Children's Ability to Work with..--
Elementary Mathematical Sys'tems. Australian Journal of"r

oPsychblogy; v25 n2, pp121-11O, August 1073 _ .

Abstracted by JAMES M. MOSER
w 23.

.Cromer, 'Fred Eugene. Stiuctural Models for Predicting the Difficulty
of Multiplication Problems. Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education, v5 n3, pp155-166, May 1974.

AbstractedipyTAROLD L: SLHOE4 27

Gubrud, Allan R.; Novak, Joseph D. Learning Achievement and the
Efficiency of Learning the Concept of Vector Addition at 'Nee
Diffelpt Grade Levels. Science Education, v57 n2, pp17§-191,
April/June 1973. -

o "
Abstracted by H. LAVERNE THOMAS

31

I.

Kosc, Ladislay. DeVelopmental Dyscalculia.. Journal of Learn3n50
Disabilities, v7 n3, pp164-177, March 1974.

Abstracted by NICgOLAS A. BRANCA
3.5

Kuhfittig; Peter K. F. Learningds in theassroom: Experimental
Evidence of Theirs Effectiveness. Educe ion, v94 n2, pp135-136,.
November/December 1973.

Abstracted bx LARRY K. SOWDER
39

-.'
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Lewis, D. G.; Ko, Peng-SU. Personality and 'Performandin Elementary
Mathematics with Speiial Reference to Item.Type. British Journal

dif Educational Rsychblogy, v43 ptl,'pp24-34, February 19'73.

Abstracted by,XASILY N. SUYDAM, . . . . , . ..... 43

An InvestigAtiOff of Open:Book

Mathematics. Alberta J_onrnal

pp202-207, September 1973.
. . . . . . A' .. , .. 47

Michaels, Shirleyanne; kieren, T. R:
and Closed-Book Elaminations in

, df Educational Research, v19 n3,
Abstracted by LEWIS R. AIM

Runnels,,Patricia; isbiuzp,, L. K. Kindergarten Mathematics

Program. Scho

,

ience and Mathematics, v74 n5, pp361-365,

May-June .1,974.

Abstracted by ROBERT E. REYS

Shumway, Richard J. Negative Instances'and the Acquisition of the
Mathematical Concepts of Commutativity and Associativity. ,Final

Report; NationarCenter for Edufational Research and Develop-

ment (D.HEW /OE), Washington, D.C. June 1972

Sfiumway, .Richard J. Negative. Instances in,Mathematical:concept

Acquisition: Transfer Effects Between the Concepts of. commute-

tivity apd Associativity. Journal for Research in Mathematics

Education, v5 n4, pp197-212,'November 1974.
Abstracted by WILLIAM E. GEESLIN

Sowell:, Evelyn. Elementary Teachers Learn to Sequence Mathematics

Instruction. School Science and Mathematics, v74 n5, pp403-496,
May-June 1974.

Abstracted by JAMES M. SHERRILL

51

55

59..
Waits, Bert 1(.; Elbrink,, Larry C. Student Evaluation of Mathematics

Instruc ion. Two -Year College Mathematics Journal; v4 n2,

pp59-6 , Spring 1973.

stracted by PHILLIP S. JONES . 63
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDrES REPORTED IN. RESURCH'IN EDUCATION
pnuary- March 1974

ED 081 174 Smith, M. Daniel, Learning_Siffnulty, Transfer,, and

Retenti/t as Functions of Two Types and Two'Levels of Redundancy
in a Sequence of Concept Formation 'Desks in Mathematics Involv-

t ing Computer Assistance. Final-Report.' 135p. MF and HC
available from EDp.

/

ED 081 470 Riley, Christine A.; Trabasso, Tom, Logical Structure'
Versus Information Processing in,Making Inferences. 12p.
MF and HC available from EDRS.

.

ED,081 511 Otaala, Barnabas, The Development of Operational Thinking
in Primary_School Children'. An Examination of Some Aspects
of Piaget's Theory Among the Iteso Children of Uganda. 117p.
Not available from EDRS. Available from Teachers Oollege
Press-, 1234 Amsterdam Avenue, New'York, New York.10027 ($3.95).

ED 0&l 620 Appel, Ida J., The Relationship Between the Sequende of
Graph Interpretation Skills and the Sequence of Mathematics
Skills for Kiddergarten Through Ninth Gride.s 69,9p7 Not
available froar EDRS. Available frocrUniversity Microfilms
(73- 16,044)

621 Tupesis, Janis Arvaldis, Mathematics Learning as a
Consequence of the Learner's Involvement in Interactive
Problem-Solving Tasks: 182p. Not available from EDRS.

e'Available from University Miciofilms (73-9295).

ED 081 622 Diamond, Hannah, An Investigat,on of the Efficacy ,of
Piaget Curricular Elementir Integrated into a Traditional

I Head Start Program. 1E8p. Not available frot EDRS.
Available from University Microfilms (73- 15,733).

ED 081 623 Ball, Linda Virginia, Student Contracting for Achievement.
Grades in Ninth Grade General Mathematics. ,146p. Not avail-
able from EDRS. 'Available f9om University Microfilms

ED 081 624 Walek, Bruce Peter, A Study of the Relationship Between 1.mair
Conceptual Tempo and Problem - Solving Abilities Of ourth4
Grade Children. 83p. Not available from EDRS. Available
from University Microfilms (73-15,550). .

4

ED 081 625 Ryoti,

Schemes in
from EDRS.

) ED 081 626 Albig,

on Concept
from EDRS

Don Eino; Student Responses to Equivalent Inference
Class and Conditional Logic. 98p. Not available
'Available from `University Microfilms (73-17,395).

David L., A Study of -the Effects of Verbalization
Formation in'Mathematics. 200p. Not available
Available from Udiversity Microfilms 3-18,303).
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ED 081 627 Richer, Howard Marshall, Peer Teaching as a Facilitator
of.Learning: Using Conservation of Substance as a Measure.
86p. Sot available from EDRS.-7-Aveilable from University
Microfilms (73-18,646).

ED 081 628 McLau lin, Jane And, The Relationship of Open-Ended vs.
Closed-En d Mathematics Laboratory Artivities to the'Divergent
Thinking Ability of Pre-Service Elementary Teachers. 198p.
Not available from EDRS. Available, from University Micro-
films (73-:19,351).

6290 -Todd, Howell Wayne, Moves and Strategies in a Skill
Venture in Secondary School Mathematics. 913p., Not avail-
4ble from EDRS. Available from-University Microfilms '

(73-17,44§).

ED 081

ED 081 630 Braxton, Loretta Murray, The Effects of Instruction in
Sentential Logic on the Growth of the Logical Thinking .

Abilities of Junior High School Students. 137p. ,Not avan-
t able frog EDRS. Available frji University Microfilms

(73-18,994).

510. 081 631 Carney,.HaYold Francis,%The Relative EffectiuenePs of Two
Methods-of Teaching the Addition and Subtraction of "Rationale
Numbers. 146p. Not available from EDRS. Available from
tniversity Microfilms (73-19,411).

FAD 081 632 iTaloumis, Thalia, The Relationship of Area Conservation lo
.Area Measurement.as Affected by Sequence of Presentation of
Piagetian Area Tasks to .80s and Girls in Grades'One Through
Three. 220p. Not available from EDRS. Available frdm
University Microfilms (73-19;450).

ED 081 637 Shumway, Richard J.,
Instances. Final Report%

ED 081 640 Scandura, Joseph M.,
zation of Heuristics for
in Geometry. Report No.

ED 081 841 Lindstrom, David R.;
tion; Technical Papbr 8.,
First SchOol Experiences.

Technical Report Series.

Human Concept, Formation: Negative
91p. MF and HC available from EDRS.
#

and others, Higher Order daracteri-
Compass and Straight Edge Constructions
70. 85p. MF and HC available from

Shipman, Virginia C., `Form Reproduc-

Disarbortaged Children and Their
ETS-Head Start longitudinal Study,

13p. MF and HC available from EDRS.

ED 081 835 Maissnar, Judith A., cut others, Spontaneous Numerical
Correspondence Test; Technical Report 22", Disadvantaged
Children and Their First School Experience. ETS-Head Start
Longitudinal Study. Technical' Report Series. 18p. MF
and HC available from EDRS.
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ED 082 327 Meyer, Jo Ann; Wurster, Stanley 'R., The Effect/of Three,
'.'Noise Levels on Task Attention and Performance in Reading and.

.4. -Math With Fifth' and Sixth Grade Children. 30p. MF and HC
' available from EDRS:

4

ED 082 510 Bjerstedt, Ake, Ed., Subject-Matter Oriented .Research:
' Some Current Projects at the Malmo School of Education. 42p.

MF and HC available from EDRS.

ED 082 742 Greenberg, Barry;eTuckfield, Gloria, An Investigation of
the Differences Between "Successful" and "Unsuccessful" Students

in Trigonometry at Miami-Dade Community College, South Campus.
4p. MF and HC available froth EDRS.

ED 082 947 Broomes, Desmond Rodwell, Psychological and Sociological
, Correlates of Mathematical Achievement and Ability Anfong
Grade 9 Students. 415p. Not available from EDRS. Available
from National Library of Canada. '

ED 083 005 Leiderman, Gloria F., Alonetudinal Study of Mathematical
' 'Achievement in the Primary School Years: Description of

Design, Sample, and Factor Analyses of Tdbts. '157p. MFand
HC available from EDRS.

.

ED'083'006 RdsenthalrHill, Irene, A Longitudinal Study of Mathematical
Achievement in the Primary,.School Years: ,Curriculum and

' gocio-Economic Comparisons and Predictions from Previdus
Achievement. 442p. MF and HC available from EDRS. '

_ E4 084 112 Romberg, Thomas A.; Wilson, James W., NLSMA Reports, No 7,

The Development of Tests. 391p: Not available from EDRS.
Available froth Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 113 Wilson, James W., Ed., and others, NLSMA Reports, No. 8,
Statistical Procedures and Computer Programs. 221p. Not
available from EDRS. Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 114 McLeod, Gordon.K.; Kilpatrick, Jeremy, NLSMA Reports,
No. 12, Patterns of Math tics Achievement in Grades 7 and
8: Y-Population. 14$p. Not available from EDRS. Available
from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

/

ED 084 115 Kilpatrick, Jefemy; McLeod, Gordon K., NI:SMA Reports,
8 No. 13, Patterns of Mathematics Achievement in Grade 9:

Y-Population. 10 1. Not available from EDRS, Available
from A. C. Vtloman Inc. 1

ED 084 116 McLeod, Gordon K.; Kilpatrick, Jeremy, NLSMA Reports,
No. 14, Patterns of Mathematics Achievement in Grade 10:
Y- Population. 109p. Not available from EDRS. Available
from A. C. Vroman, Inc.
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ED,084 117 Kilpatrick, Jeremy; McLeod, Gordon K., NLSMA Reports, No.
. 15, Patterns of Mathematics Achievement in Grade 11: Y-

,

Population. 91p. Not available from ERRS.- Available from
A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 118 S Wilson, James W.,
maticsAchievement in
available from EDRS.

ED 084 Wilson, James W.,
matics Achievement in

'avai,lable from EDRS.

NLSMA Reports, No.''16, Patterns of Mathe-
Grade 10: Z-Population'' 115p. Not

Available from A. C. Vroman,, Inc.
- 1

NLSMA Reports, No. 17, Patterns of Mathe-
Grade 11: Z-Population. 140p.. Not

Available from A. C. Vr n Inc.

ED 084 120 Romberg, Thomas A.; Wilson, James W., NLSMA Reports,,$No.
18. Patterns of Mathematics Achievement in Grade 12: Z=

Population.' 78p. Nat available from EDRS. Available from
A. C., Vroman, Inc.

' .

ED 084 121 ' Travers, KI5pet.., NLSMA,RepOrts, No. 19, Non-Intellective.
.Cdrrelat.ge of Under- and'Overachievement in Grades4 and 6.
3.30p. Not available from E . Available from A.C.Vroman,Inc.

ED_084 122 Crosswhite: F. Joe; NLSMA Repor No. 20, Correlates of I
Attitudes Toward Mathematica. lllp. available froth EDRS.
Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED484 123 Wilson, James.W., Ed.; Begle, Edward G., Ed., MA Reports,
No. 21, Parts A, B, and C.-Correlates of Mathematics Achieve-

* meat: Attitude and Role Variables. 1,453p. Not.evilable
frOm EDRS. Available from A. C. Vroman,')Inc.

ED 084 ..24 Wilson, James W.; Ed.; Begi , Edward- NLSMA Reports,
No. 22. Parts A, B, and C, Cor rates of Mathematics Achieve-
Went:, Co i ve Variables. Not available from
'EDRS. Available from A. C.N,Vroman, Inc, ' -

ED 084 125 Wilson, James W., Bc1:1 Bggle,,Edward G.,IEd., NLSMA Reportb,
No. 23, Parts A, 13, and C, (correlates of Mathematics Achieve-
ment: Teacher Background and 'Opinion Variables. 1,999p. Not
available from EDRS. Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 126 Wilson, James W., Ed.; Begle, Edward G., Ed., NLISMA'Reports,
No. 24, Parts A, B, C, and D, Correlates of Mathematics Achieve-
ment: School-Commupity and Dempgraphic Vaziables, 1,883p. Not
available from EDRS. Available from 414 C.Vroman,'Inc.

ED 084 127 , Wilson,'James; W., Ed.; Begle, Edward G., Ed., NLSMA Reports,
No. 25, Parts A, B, and Correlates of Mathematics Aceve-
metrt: Teacher Assigned Grades. 1,367p. Not available from
EDRS. Available from A. C. Vrotan, Inc.

,
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ED 084 128 Wilson, James W., Ed.; Begle, Edward G., Ed., NLSMA Reports,
,No. 26, Correlates of Mathematics Achievement! Summary. 213p.
Not available from EDRS. Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 129 Begle, Edward G., NLSMA Reports, No. 27, The Prediction of
Mathematics Achievement. 144p. Not available from EDRS.
Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 130 Begle, Edward G.;'Geeslin, Maliam Edward, NLSMA Reports,
No. 28, Teacher Effectiveness in Mathematics Instruction. 146p.
Not available from EDRS. Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 131 Branca, Nicholas A., NLSMA Reports, No.-30, Follow-up
Study of -1NLSMA Z-Population. 143p. Not available from EDRS.
Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

. .

ED 084 132 Dodson, Joseph W., NLSMA Reports, No. 31, Characteristics
of Successful Insightful Problem Solvers. 13pp. Not avail-
able from ERRS. Available from A. C. Vroman, Inc.

ED 084 133 Bridgham, Robert G., NLSMA Reports., No 32, The Effects of
Different Mathematics Curricula on SciAnce Achievement in the
Secondary School. 13p. Not available"Ffdm EDRS. Available
from A. C. Vromah, Inc.

ED 084 134 Wilson, James W., 'd.; Bggle,,Edward G., Ed., NLSMA Reports,
No. 13, Intercorrelations of Mathematical and Psychological
Variables. 1g6P. Not available krom EDRS. Available from l'\
A. C. Vromanm Inc. 4 .4

ED 084 139 Phillips, John Durwood, The Yelationship- Between Selected
Piagetian Tasks and Knowledge of the tor6pit Areas in Fifth-
Grade Children. 96p. Not available from EDRS.:, Available
from University Microfilms (73- 14,288)."

ED 084 154 Geeslin, William Edward, An Exploratory Analysis of Content
Structure and Cognitive Structure in the Context of d' Mathe-
matics Instructional Unit, 213p. HE and HC available from
EDRS.

I V

ED 084 156 Townsend,'Veal R.; Wheatley, Grayson H:, Frequency of
Teats and Feedback of last Results in Calculus Classes. 10p.
MF and HC available from EDR9.

. i ..
.

.

ED Q$4 158 Searle, Barbara W!', and others, Structural'Variables

Affecting CAI Performance on Arithmetic Word Problems of
Disadvantaged and Deaf Students. 32p. MF and HC available
from EDRS. v
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDIES REPORTED IN JOURNALS AS INDEXED BY
CURRENTvIWDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION

January - March 1974

./4

EJ'083 215 Yeshurun, Shrdga. "A Reinforcement Study on Service Courses
in MathOatics and Statistics." International Journal of
Mathematical Education in Science and Technology, v4 t2,
pp127 -132, Apr-Jun 73.

EJ 083` 854 Michaels, Shirleyanne; Kieren, T. R. "An Investigation
of/Open-Book and Closed -BOlok Examinations in Mathematics."
Alberta Journal of Educational Research, v19 n3, pp202 -207,
Sep 73.

Ej'083 856 Cathcart', WGeorge; iedtke, Wernef W. "Role of Con?
ceptual Tempo in Concept ormation." Alberta Journal of
Educational Research, v19 n3,.pp 6-223, Sep 73.

,E1 085 112 'S.cdnanri, Joseph M. "Deterministic Theorizing in'Struc-
tunal Learning: Thr4e Leyelg of Empiricism." Journal of
Structural Learning, v3 nl, pp21-53,. 71.

-EJ 085 117 Williams, John D. "HodernIAathematics, Intelligence and
Basic Conceptual Skills.",_Journal of Structural Learning,
v3 n2; pp79i.88, 72,

EJ 085 120 Williams, John V.; Fogelman, KennettR. "Sets, Logictand
Intelligence Tests." :Jodrnal of Structural Learning, v3 n3,
pp25r36, 72.

Ej 085 121 ConnesQ Bernard. "The Use of Electronic Desk Computers in
Psychological Exeoimpnts.".'journal of Structural Learning,
v3 d3, pp51-72, 72.

EJ 085 123 Scandura, Joseph M.; McGee, Robert. "An Exploiatory
Investigation of Basle Mathematidal Abilities of Kindergarten
Children." Journal of Structural Learning, v3 n3; pp79-98,

EJ Q85 124.' Bart, William M.; Wiener, Wi74 K. "Transformational
Closurefor the Concept Clock." Journal of Structural
Learning, v3 n3, pp99-107, 72.

EJ 085 125 Mueller, Edward; And Others. "Inherent Perceptual Motiva-
tion and the Discovery of Structure." Journal of Structural
Learning, v3 n4, ppl -6, 72.

EJ 0e5 1g9 Williams, John D. "The Evaluation of Three Maths
Journal of Structural Learning, v3 n4, pp4l -79, 72.

7'
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"EJ 085 137 Connolly, Austin J. "Research in Mathematics Education and
the Mentally Retarded." Arithmetic Teacher, v20 n6, .pp491-497,

Oct 73.

EJ 085 146 Morman, Shelba Jean. "An Audio-Tutorial Method of,Instiuc-
tion.vs the Traditional Lecture - Discussion Method." Two -Year

College Mathematics Journal, v4 n3, 1306-61, F 73. . ik

EJ 085 208 O'Arien, Thomas C. "Logical Thinking in College Students."
'Educational Studiesin Mathematics, v5 nl, ppfl -79, Apr 73.

EJ 085,209. 'Wallrabemnstein, Hartmut. "Desielopment and Signification of
a Geometry Test." Educational Studies in Mathematics; v5 nl,
pp81-89,, Apr 73.

.

'

EJ 085'210 WallrabenStein, Hartmut. "$xperiments in Teaching Intative
Topology-in the 5th and 6th Grades." Educational Studies in
Mathematics, v5 nl, pp91-10,8- Apr73. ,

EJ 086 751 Callahan, Leroy G.; Robinson, Mary L. "Task-Analysis

Procedures in Mathematics Instruction of Achievers & Under-
achievers." .School Science and Mathematics, v73 pp5,78-514,

Oct 73. ,
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' .',, EJ 093:51g . - , SE 510 714
i THE INFLUENcE OF PROFESIONA2WEFERENCE GROUPS ON DECISIONS OF PRESERV10E

SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS TEACHERS.. Bright, George W.; Carry, L. Ray,
Journal for Research in, Mathematics Education, v5 n2, pp87 -97$ Mar 74. ' ,

'Descriptors --*Pecision Making, *tFeservice Education, *Research,
*Secondary School Mathematics, *Teacher Educalifn, Educational t

Theorie$, Mathematics taucation, Models..,

t .
Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Thomas
,J. Cooney,Tniversity of Georgia..

1 -,
...

1. Purpose

The'eXperimenters investigated the following two hypotheses:

,The profeisionalftreference'gtoup of mathematicians and the
socorresponding group of educators influence the decisions
of presertrice secondary 'school Mathematics teachers in.
projected classrpom situations.

b. .The'influence of mathematicIpu;ssua reference group is
sironger than the influen5'44 eduCators on the decisions,
ofibreservice secondary, school mathematics teachers in

j' projected classroom situations.

.
.

2. :Rat16e .

The tteorefical'basi§ for the study consisted of Heider's and
. Kretch's work involving. hat is called balance theory. Heider described
the Cognitive structure of an individual P in terms of two kinds of
relations, The first reflects On individual's feelings about an objlect
or person.:. The second%involves an individual's perceptions of the
relation between two objects or other persons.

2,v'Kretch, et al. interpret Heider's theory in. terms of a triadic-

. refargalship which could be represented by a triangular configuration.
One vertex could be characterized as a subject P; another as an object
0 toward wh4ch P has a certain attitude, and the third, vertex as a
person .(s) X toward which P also has a certain attitude. The segment
between 0 and X represents an attitude, perceived by P of X toward O.

',In the present study the triadic relationship involved the subjects,

preservice secondary mathematics teachers, and two prlfessionai groups -

'mathematicians and educators . which might be represented by P, 0, and X
respectively. The experiOnters made two assumptions. (1)subjects had
a positive attitude toward mathematicians (P toward 0) and (2) the
subjects perceived a negative relationship be gen mathematicians and
educators (0-and X). A triad is,balanced if e product of the signs of .

the three relationships is positive. Given heLr two assumptibris this'
led the experimenters to conjecture a negat ve relationship between
subjects and educators. Hypothesis (6) the follows.

9
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3., Research Desk and Procedure

Preservice secondary school mathematics teachers were randon4y
assigned to an. experimental group (N = 28) and a control group (N - 33)

from two methods clpsses (no practice -7 teaching experience) and one
student - teaching seminar. (engaged in practice - teachiag). Thirty-six

hypothetical classroom problem situations were depicted along with three
equally aveptable resolutiOns (as beat determined by the experimenters.'

through a pilot study), to the problems. The problem situations were

equally divided into four categories, involving preparing and teaching
classes, organizing classes, evaluating courses, texts and Leachers,

and eslucationa/ philosophy and policy.

Bookleticoaaining each problem situation followed by the three'
resolutions randomly ordered were distaRited to subjects. For the

experimental group the terms 'mathematicians" and "educators" were
randomly assigned to resolutic/ns in 24 of the 36 problem sitLiations. The

remaining 12 were used to hel0 the instrument appear more rdalistic by
placing both the labels "mathematicians'~ and "educators" adjacent to the

same resolution. The subjectd were told that the labels indicated which

of the three resolutions Wiere judgemost acceptable by the two profes-

dional groups. The control group reacted to the sane problem situations

with the same resolutions. However, in the control group the subjects

/were not gLven labels attached to the resolutions. After subjects in

the control group made their sdlections, ;abels were then randomly

assigned, to the resolutions. fience'it was expected that a subject in

the control group would select 8 resolutio6 labeled "mathematicians,"
8 labeled "educators" sad 8 without labels.

4. Findinks

The mean number of responses in the experimental group pas 10.; for
theonathematician-labeled resolutions, 10.5 for the educator - labeled

resolutions and 3.4 for the remaining non-labeled-items. The correspond-

iug statistics for the'control groupwere 8.5 (mathematicians), 7.9
(educators), and 7.6 (no labels)..

To test'Hypothesib 1, the Kolmolgorov-Smirnov test wan applied

using a cumulative frequency distribution. The test yielded significant

statistics which suppotted Hypothesis 1 (p .03 for mathematicians,

p .01 for educators): To test Hypothesis 2, the Wilcoxon matched pairs,

signed-rank test was applied to the responses of the.experimental sub-

jects. The computed-Vvalue (-.28) was not significant at the .05 kevel.'.

A post hoc analysis tevealed that the two types of subjects in the'

experimental gropp (methodscourse only vs. methods course and student-

teaching seminar seemed to have reversed their agreement pattern: That

is, the methods only group favored .responses iden(ified with mathemsti-

cians (10.5) over those identified with the educators (9.6). The methods

and seminar subjects favored the responses aligned with educators (11.5)

10
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over the responses aligned with'the mathematicians (9.7). An application
of the Kolmolgorqv-Smarnov igst yielded Ino significant differences.

Interpretations
'

.
ti The attacbi ng_of lab els did influence tfle responses of the subjects.

Howef/er, there were no differential effects of the labels as hypothesized.
Although the post hoc analysis did not yield a significant statistic, the
experimenters felt it would be of interest to investigate further the
differences betwe'n the two types of subjects.

The experimeaters noted several limitations df the, study.

a. The sample may have been "atypical of the entire population
of all prospective secondary school mathematics teachers."

b. The observed behavior of the subfects were not classrboi
behaviors. Hence there may be a difference in the alternative
'a subject might select in written form and how the subject
might actually behave in thg classroom. .

-.c. Failure to detect'a difference.between "the effects of the
two reference groups may bedue to inconsistent interpretation '

of the words 'educators' and 'mathematician' - these were not
defined."

The experimenters conjectured that when teachers attend JCTM meetings
that "the grdup that a speaker represedts may be as Important in determini-,
ing the impact of the speech as the content of the speech." The authors
also state that it seems evident that the teaching of content and methods
should be closily coordinated for preservice secondary mathematics
teachers. The experimenters feel it is desirable that prospective

.

'teachers not, perceive a "polarization of opinion between Content-oriented .

professionals and education-oriented profedsionals.'%

The experimenters suggested a similar investigation be conducted
using instrvice secondary school mathematics teachers as subjects.

.

Abstractor's Notes i

This was an intszestingstudy. The experimenters do an excellent
job in identifying Atentially serious limiting 'factors of the investi7
gation. Their identification of the second factor identified above is
particularly appropriate. Statements of intended classroom behavidr by
preservice teachers not always a reliable indicator of hop they will
actually behave in-live lassroom situattons. Thls is not i criticism
of die study but rather to accentuate what the experimenters have
stated - that we haven't found out anyt4ing about how teachers would
behave in the classroom. Although the problem woad be consillerably
more complex, it would be interesting to investigate how the reference
groups referred to in this study might influence teaching behavior. The

11 .
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third limitation cited above is a prime candidate fora confounding.
factor. How' woulA

.
subjects likely crassify a mathematics educator?

.

Oinothe concern is the extent to which one can be assured that the
reference groups "mathematicians" and "educators" Were the influenclug,
faceoVV as opposed.to.other possible reference groups. That is, would
the results have bean basically the same had different reference groups
been gelected -.perhaps only remotely related to mathematics education?
Iflurttfr research indicatet that reference groups:in general influence

- .

decisioni then conjectures different ffcm those given by the experimenters
should be formulted. ,6iven'the results that were obtained, the con-
jectures,that the impott of a speech'may be determined as, much by the
reference group of'the speaktr than 4 the actual content of the speech
and that the teaching of content and methods should be closely coordinated
seem unjustified in terms of the specific findings of the study. s

In generating their hypothesAs, the experimenters made.two assump-
tions identified earlier in this abstract., The assumptions themselves

1 might be examined. They certainly raise;reeearchable questions. Finally,

can the findings be related, in any way to the theory set forth in the

beginning of the Article? Implications stemming froM the study in terms

of Heider's and Kretch's work were not discussed.

. /
k

V

Thomas J. Cooney ,

University of Georgia.
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TASK-ANALYSIS'PROCEDURES IN MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION OF ACHIEVERS AND
UNDERACHIEVERS. Callahan, Leroy G.; Robinson, Maxy L., School Science
and Mathematics, v73 n7, pp578-584, 'Oct 73.

Descriptors--*Educational Research, *Elementary School Mathematics,
, *Instruction, *Teaching Methods, *Teaching Procedures, Educational

Diagnosis, High AchieVers, Low Achievers, Matherultics Education,
(Research Reports'j

Expanded Abftract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E, by Mary Ann
Byrne, University of Georgia.

It Purpose_

To examine the effectivOrtess of task-analysis procedures for sixth
grade underachievers. The mathematics task was "to decide the value of
the two places to the right of the ones place in base ten numerals and to,
write the value of these places in expanded notation."

2. _Rationale

r
Poor instruction ("failure to provide for individual differences,

stress on speed, . . :and faulty assumptions.about the transfer of train-
ing : . .) and a, child's inadequate basic skills are pedagogical factors
that, contribute to underachievement. A method of instruction.based on
Gagne's theory of learning hierarchies should be especially appropriate
for underachieving students. This method would consist in analyzing a
learning task back Co basic skills; diagnosing the subordinate tasks .

that a student is ;teak in, and providing instruction until a,student has
mastered each subordinate task.

3. Research Design and Procedure

The design for the study (not explicitly stated) seemed to be a post-
test control group design. All sixth grade students at a middle class
school were given a question' testing the Attainment of the task: Expanded .

notation in tenths and hundredths place. Students who answered corretly
were excluded as potptialoubjects. The posttest also consisted of a
question testing thIrtask.

' A 2 x 2 classification of four-groups was established using the
factors of control-experimental and achievers-underathievdrs. There was
a random assignment of students into either a control or,experimental
group. The treatment prbVided to the subjects in the experimental group
was individual instruction Given by the researcher. This instruction
included concrete and pictoriat material, and was directed toward the
subordinate learning tasks which the student had answered incorrectly on
an initial test over the st4prdinatetaskS. The control group received

. ,no instruction:

13
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Students were classified as achievers or underachieverS using the
gfferene-between an IQ standard score and a mathemitics achievement ,

standard score. The standard scores were based on the sixtb grade
population'of the school. An underachievpr was defined as a stident

with a mathematics achievement score 0.50 lower than the IQ standard

score. Other subjects were defined as achievers.
.

From each of the four groups described, 6 subjeCts were randomly

selected for the study. These 24 subjects were tested over the sub-

ordinate tasks, not the final task. The experimental subjects received
Appropriate instruction until mastery of egch subordinate task was

attained.

Data was compiled concerning. The number of subjects in each group

who answered the posttest correctly, the subordinate ca.:31p missed oki the' S
initial test and the instructional time taken by the experimental sub -

jects; -and IQ Scores for each group.

Findings

None of the control subjects answered the posttest correctly. In

the experiMental group, four of the six underachievers and five of the

six achievers completed the task correctly.

On the test over subordinate tasks, the achievers and underachievers

.demonstrated similar patte'ras of cortect responses. Considering the

final task ag Level I,there were six levels in the task anarysis.

The median,instruCtion time for the underachievers was 57.5 minutes;

for,the achievers irtkas 37.5,minutes.

The. mean IQ score for the achievers was 1015; for the

0 achievers it was 116.7.. The highest IQ score for the achievers' group

.,was 109, the lowest for the underachieving group was 107 ,

' 5. Interpretations

The method of "diagnosis and instruction hazed on a hierarchical
analysis of subordinate tasks is an effective procedure for s5udent&'

learning of a mathematical task."

Underachievers require more time to maser subordinate tasks thail

achievers.

Abstractor's Notes

The study as reported ldentflied an'educatiotal problem, the
instruction of underachievers, and a method of instruction, task analysis.
It was,proposed that the particular method woilld be effective in allbvi-

sting the problem. But a specific question was not cleady proposed for

14
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the study itself.. So it is hard to interpret the results and to accept
the conclusions reported:

.

The instruction on subordinate tasks,did make a difference to
achievement on the mathematics task; the experimental group did better
than the control.

It is hard to justify any other conclusion using the posttest data.
ThAre was no hypothesis describing Whet kind of behavior on the posttest
was expected as evidence of "decreasing underachievement." The under-
achievers were 'probably achieving, or learning from instruction in their
regular class, but the4were not achieving at the lev,e1 of their
capability. From the data reported it is not clear how the researchers
could conclude that the "underachievement was decreased" when under-
adhievers had a mean IQ score 15 pointi above tUe actiever's mean IQ
score and yet had 4 out of 6 subjects respond correctly to the.posttest

while'the achievers hgd 5 of 6 subjects to respond correctly. The
researchers may have some data supporting their conclusion but it was
not reported adequately.

The researchers referred to several studies reporting the use.of
task analysis for mathematics tasks. The present study as reported
seems to be qnly a replication without specific implicatiOn for under-
achievers.

.

A final comment - A test of one item it; seldom adequate to measure
reliably a subject's ability to perform a task., It is possible that the
particular numbers used or the way of asking a question may ,influence a
gtudent's response. _Several questions on the given task would be
appropriate.

15
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. Expanded Abstract and AnalysisPrepared Especially for I.M.E. by Edward
.

J. Davis, University of Georgia.
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1. Purpose

This study was designed to investigate relationshipslbetwden the

conceptual tempo-of 7 1/2-8 year old children and the performance of these
Children on conservation of length, tasks, an intelligence test, and on
test of mathematics achieve#ent. Conceptual tempo refers to the rate d'

Accnracy of responses Children make when confronted with tasks Lor ich
they bust chobse among inumber of responses. Some children tend tb
respond quickly and incorrectly, others tend to deliberate and be more
accurate. Hence the labels impulsiIre and reflexive are used to describe,
the 'conceptual tempo of children.

2. AatiOnale

Aspects of the relationship of conceptual tempo to intelligence,

'reading skills, mathematics achievement, and conservation of length kove
been investigated by other author's. Kagam.(1963) . found differences in
conceptual tempo among children of equal intelligence and, that reflective
children appear to have an advantage in reading skills of word recognition
and word recall.' Cathcart and Liedtkd (1969).*orted results indicating 1,,

reflectiv,e children achieve best in mathematics. Callahan and Passi
(1971) report a non - significant tendency for reflective children in A

grades 1C-1 to be better able to con§erve length. -.4

'

This study was designed to examine relationshipsfbetween cdhceptual

tempo, intelligence, mathematics achievement,. and conservation of length'. ,

in a more careful and, rigorous way by considering sex, mathematics

achievement in terms of understanding concepts, recall of basic facts,
and problem solving, and by using intelligence as a covariate.

41j,

3. Research Design and Procedure

After selecting 59 second grade students the authors administered
2 practice and 6 test items from Kagan's "Matching Familiar Figures"
(MFF, test designed to identify subjects as impulsive or reflective.
Subjects scoring below the median time to complete the test (.14 seconds)
and above the, median number of errors (1.4) were classified as impulsive.

i
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Subjects taking longer than 14 seconds to complete the test and making
fewer than 1.4 errors were classified reflective. This scheme classified
.20 subjects as reflective and 22 as impulsive.

The authors designed a conservation of length test of 'ten items.
ach faced the child with arrangementa,of either' sticks ands string,
toothpicks, or strips of paper. A procedure of presenting two objects
or arrangements with coterminoys endpoints, establishing a length
relation, and transforming the ph'sical arrangement was employed.

A 31-item mathem atics achievement test yielded subsco;es on know-

ledge A concepts (from 15)thultiple choice items), recall of basic
facts (10 itefns), and4problem solving (from 6 verbal problems). These
items were taken froM the mathematics text used in the children's mathe-
matics program.

Intelligence scores were obtained from the Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Abilities Test (alpha). This test yields a verbal and Ron - verbal

subkcores and a total score. ,

4. Findings

Girls tended to be more reflecti,ve-and boys mo- re impulsive. 0f the

20 reflective subjects,' 8were boys and 12 were girls. Of the 22
1. impulsive thildtgn, 16 were male and 6 were female. The resulting Chi

Square for this distribution, was significant,at the .032 level. This

was the only sex related iadinF (mii4 effect or interaction) in the
study that approached or exceeded Odnificance at the .05 level. In

relation to intelligence scores, reflexive children were significantly
higher (.014 level) on the 'non-verbal subscort and on, t8e totaliscore

(.036 lev &l). However, no significant interaction was found between
.conceptual tempo, sex, and any of the three IQ measures.

To examine the relationship between sex, IQ, conceptual tempo, and

,
the three components of mathemattir achievement a twooway analysis of
covariance was used with IQ as covariate and sex as a blodking

variable.'

The following table presents tle results of the two-way analysis-
of cqvariance.

TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS ON MATHEMATICS
ACHTEVNMENT (COVARIATE IQ)

Mathematics Achievement Test

Group', Concept Problem Solving .

Reflective 7.32* .1.48*
Impulsive 7.75* 1.03* '

F(1,23) 48
Probability .39 .43

*Adjulted. means.

Basic Facts Total

7.96* 16.75*
6.06fc 14.83*
6.20 1.70 4

.102 .20'



The interaction between sex and cenceptual tempo was not significant
for the criterion measures in this analysis of covariance. The table ,

shows higher adjusted means.for reflective subjects on problem solving
and basic facts. Only the latter was considered significant. On concepts
the adjusted mean for impulsive children was slightly higher.j This
difference was not significant.

An analysis of covariance was also used to investigate the relation-
ship of conservation of length to conceptual tempo and sex. It was
hypothesized a relationshikexists between conceptual tempo and conserva:-
tion. The table below presedts the results eethis analysis. Intell4gence
as again the covariate.' The table does not show the adjusted means on
the 10-item conservation test for reflective st.nd impulsive children. These
were 7.61' and 5.51 respectively. This difference was significant at the
.04 level.

, TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS ON CONSERVATION
OF LENGTH (COVARIATE IQ)

Source SS, DE MS F P.

ConceOual Tempo 29.99 1 29.99 4.46 .04

Sex 9.95 1 9.95 1."48 .23

Tempo X Sex 0.02 0.02 . 6.003 .09

Within 154.59 "*23 6.72

Total 194.55 26

5. Interpretations

1
In relation td the findings concerning the three comadgents,of

mathematics achievement the authors conjeaure the.superior performance
of reflective children in recall of basic facts could be attributed to
their taki9g the time to "figure out" answers using aids such as fingers
or an avArlable number line. Some children employed such procedure's,
others responded immediately or not at a21. Hdveyer, no record of which
children used these differing strategies was obtained. The suggestion is
made that this issue be studied further. No conjectures ary offered for
the results.indicating non-differential performance of reflective and
impulsive children or concepts and problem solving.

The significant difference in the adjusted means of reflective and
impulsive children on the conservation test is interWreted as evidence
that reflective children conserve length before. impulsive children. The
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suggestion is made that .ervation of other properties also be studied,
with respect to conceptual tempo. Similar findings would result in
importgot implications for many teachers. , t\,

The authors make an observation with respect to intelligence
measures:

If reflective children score higher on intelligence tests
than impulsive pupils because they take moire time to weigh
alternatives befor& they respodd then the exists another
reason for questioning the validity of a intelligence test'
The question "what does it measure?" seems,to have added mean-
ing when considered in the light of the results reported here.

The failure of sex to be significantly related to any of the other ,

variables was considered evidence that sex related differences in con-
ceptual tempo were maturational. The observation was also made that
Children slow to answer a teacher's questions may differ from their more
quickly respondihag classmates in conceptual tempo and not in intelligence.
Many teachers may tend to Oerlook this possibility.

/ .

j
.

-...,

Abstractor's Note&

-While the title of tilt article is somewhat misleading, the authors
should be commended for designillthis interesting study, for using
intelligence as a covariate, and for considering mathematics achievement
to be multi - dimensional. However, the apparent lack a a relationship
between conceptual tempo, problem'solving, and knowledge of concepts was
undoubtedly a surprise. Perhaps Ehe problems were too similar to those
the children had practiced im class or the concepts tested werw.too

tnr

familiar to.resulf in ifferential performance. .
. .

0
The failure to be able to classify the number ofc4.1.dren taking

time to figure out basic facts and those responding immediately as either
reflective or impulsive is disappointing. This should be resolved;
however it should be noted that the recallaof basic facts used here is
not a measure of memorized responses. NoAnidence on the relatNonship of
conceptual tempo to memory haS been gathered if subjects are allowed .

time to work out responset0

It should be emphasized the initial classification of children as .

'reflective or impulsive was based on both time and accuracy of responses
to items on Kagana (OFF) test. Hence, those children classified as
reflective had demonEtrated some intellectual superiority over those
classified as impulsive. This appears to be standard practice in
defining conceptual tempo and appears to tkis reviewer to make 4.onceptual
tempo of limited value in investigating developmental phenomena. There
is another conceyn about the authors questionikg the validity of an
intelligence test. Their comment, quoted abovi, somewhat masks the fact
that children they classified as reflective were not accurate in respondr
ing to the MFF test as well as more deliberate. This also makes the

20
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failure of ;effective children to significantly out perform impulsive
children in problem solving and conceptsrecognition even more surprising.

The evidence indicating reflective children conserve length before
impulsive children, coupled with the tendency by,Callahan and Passi's
subjects to do the same, is worthy of note. Somewhat puzzling, however,
is the author's Claim that similar findings,for conservation of other
properties would have important instructional implications. Just-what
are the Implications? Should children be trained to be more deliberate,
or should different instructional strategies be employed for reflective
and' impulsive children?

4
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-Processes, *Student Research, *Cognitive Ability, Instructional
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Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by James.M.
Moser, University of Wisc4nsin.

.

1. Purpose

The purpose of the study was to gather data relative to the general
question of how well children of differing age levels can perform on a
task requiring formal4operational reasoning.

2. Rationale

. Previous studies' using mathematical material and the Piagetian model
of cognitive development seemed to imply that subjects are not able tol,
work within a closed abstract system before they have attained the
capacity for formal-operational thinking. In recent years, the mathe-
matics teaching in Australian (and American) schools seems to have shifted
from an emphasis on the development of the computational skills to the-
understanding bf the structure of mathematics. In many cases, this has
resulted in presenting abstract systems formally and then asking children
to make within that system. It was considered important by
the author to determine whether the general run of children were capable
of handling such ideas;

3. Research Design and Procedure

Three tests, modeled on an earlier one used by the author, were
devised. Each test set up the same mathematical system by defining an
operation a*b a + 2b, on the set of zero and the positive integers.
-Children'were then required to make deductions about the truth or falsity
of the statements in the test items. The items are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 ,

Test Items Elementary Mathematical Systems

Item Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
1 a*b b*a 4*6 6*4 472'8 *8976 8976*4728
2 a*(b*c) (a*b)*c 5*(4*6) - (5*4)*6 982*(475*638) - (982*475)*638
3 a*x - a 4*5 4 .4932*8742 - 4932
4 a*(b+c) (a*b)*c 3*(4+6) . (3*4)*6 6836*(935+2397) (6836*935)*2397
5 a+(b*c) (b*c)+a 1+(4*6) (4*6)+3 572+(86749) - (865*749)+572
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In Test 1, the.sub)ects wefA asked to.tell when the statements'Would be

true, and in Tests.2 and 3 whether the statements were true or false.

In all 'three tests,the response "can't tell" was alsa allowed. Tests

were giyen in the order listed. .

. In a pilot study 6Ss, two each at ages, 10, 13, and i6 were chosen,

1 of IQ 120+.. In the main study 170 boys and 160 girls from schools
in lower middle class areas were used. 'Thirty were taken at each ate

level front1, 8, 9, . . ,, 17 years bf age. The' six Ss 'in the pilot

study were examided individually in the presence'of the experimenter who

dncouraged the.S to express his thoughts verbally. Upon completion the

experimenter also went back over incorrect test items, as well as those'

the S could,not do, to "see if some small amount of help would enable the ,

S,lotespond correctly. In the main test, Ss wrote or marked dossers on

a sheet provided. Each group of 30 Ss at each, age level Was given forty

minutes to respond to all test items. '
'''''

Thg/hypotheRes tested in the study were:

I. (a) responses to items in"44.teats for Ss below.'

. age 16 would show a tendency to ignore the:
given mathematical system-and to reason by

analogy with a familiar'system.%

(b) Ss Under age 16,would have-1itle'succeseon
any of,the.tests. . '

II. sUcce4 'on.ltems 1 and 2 iti'Teist1 would be preceded

by success in the paralle!'items in Tests'2 ane3.
I.

These hypotheses were foratAated upoq the basis'of results in prior,

studies andthe restacts;6:the pilot test..

4. ' Findings 'Ls-

.

,

Responses were, tabulated according, age and correctness.. Since

the Ss work was also,ineluded on the resporise sheet, it was 'possible to

analyze their pattern of ttaiskIng to some degree. A common approach to

items itl-Test I %as to ignore, the defined operation, and to substitute the

familiar.binary operations .of +.or X. Three; other categories of response

patterns sere identifl.ed. .I'ilese are lndicated,by the headings:.of.Tab/e 2.
...

'014

A correct response to an item by 60%

,

of Ss in an age group was

selected as th'ecutofS point.t indicate cans on an item. rh ap

exandtkation of the data success on Tests and 3 was generally achieved'

biage 16. There Waa also a,marked,irend for a large gain to be ,made

between yesra,45, and 16; Items 3 and 5,werelthe ones moit'readily
achieved:In tOffts 2 and,3,,'but for the Ss below 16,',it Was 'suseected

that theiy achieved success by using the substitution of ad arithmetic

illierallon and by 4.4ritigthe defined aystal.; t.
.. .'

.

r'
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TtoportiOd of Ss in:ftesponse'Categories.by Age Gtoup

Age

r

Can't Tell

() ,

*

, +/X

substitution,-
(2)

,etempts to'Work

With System
Defined '(3).

`Work Correctly

With.System
Defined (4)

17..

c 16

15

14

13

.l2
114-
10 is,

9,
8

'

. '.

'

,.00 ,

.06

.03.

.09.10'
'.b3

.12

117

.00^

.27' 4;
1.00

°

'

.14

,52
.68

.80:

:87

.94

.ps.,..

.83.

1.00
.73

.00 ' ..

'.

'

,

-

.

'.00

.23

',16

..29

.11

.03

.00

.00

..00

.00

.00

..

ac

.63

.26.1

%po
.00

.op

:03

.00 .

.00 ..,

.00

:00

.00
-.

I

The results of the 16 and 17 year olds indicated thnit Items i; 2,
and 5 were achieved before Items2 and 41n all three tests. Item 4,'in
general, tended to be the most difficult. It wag also found that in
these-age groups, the percentage of successful Sti' on Items 1 and 2 of.
Tests 2 and 3 was higher than on the same numbered items of Test 1, This'

4
,

was particularly true for ag6.16.

5. . Interpretations

-

The findings seemed to suppoft the hypotheses. The findings also
showed the extreme aifciculty that even'the oldest Ss had in working
'within the AbStract system in Test 1; it was. not likely that.they could
relate the items on that test to other items in a different test until
they had command of the items in the original test.. Only* some of the 17
year olds,referred back to Teat 1 when working on Testa 2 and 3. The .

author wondered about the Sequencing of the tests, hypothesizing that
the order Tept 2, Test 3, then test 1 Sight provide the Ss some training
that they could' Use to betters achieve oA Test 1. ,

The most important aspect from the eddcational psychologist's point
of vitw is the fact that over 80Z , of each age group from 9 to 14 completely
ignored the Liven system with its ddfined operation and turned to a
familiar opeeation. Perhaps the S is incapable of manipulating the
propositions that contain the data, but rather looks for.and works with
wh*t appears tohim to be the reality of the sittiotion.

fi
'. Abstractor's Notes

th general, I feel the study was carefully done and the results well *
analyzed. In a study of this type I might'offer the suggestion to future

25,%
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researchers to consider some type bf sequentiak testing. For e4 Ole,

.rather than test Ss at each age level, consider testing only 7,A ;-and

i7 year olds. If no great differences occur, as tight 114 expect

between 7 and 12, do no further testing of Ss between tilose boun , Whgn

differences occur as between 12 and 17', try an intermediate sth., uch'as

age 15 and then repeat the analysis. This would have been warren d in

this study in view of prior research and the results of the Pilot udy.

. ,

In view of the available research and the findings of Piagee his '

ass6ciates, the results of this study were nop at all surprising. ver-

theless, I would have bden more comfortable with the authors findings and

conclusions if he had divided his subjects and used en alternate.4stract

system and/or alternate,set of test items. Thus, one could be reassured

that the results are not due to the make-up of the test and'its'patticular

items.

Finally, I wonder whether the drathilic increase in success from age

15 to 16 on the test ,items is a reflectionof thd Ss' maturing into the

formal-qperational stage, or Sustaimply due to the historical fact that

they.lave recently completted a high'salool course,in'Algebra. Bu'f, per-'

haps the latter is'a cause of the fbrmer,

ti

.
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STRUCTURAL MODELS, FOR PREDICTI DIFFICULTY OF MULTIPLICATION PROBLEMS.
Cromer, Fred Eugene-, Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v5 n3,
pp155-16.6, Hay 74.

..,

Desdriptors--*Algorithms, *Elementary School Mathematics,
*Miltiplication, *Research, *Task Analysis, Complexity Level,
Leibains Difficulties.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Harold L.
. t

Schoen, The elgiveisity'of Iowa.
r r

...

1. Purpose ' 4
w.

r.' P..io test the feasibility of using, structural models constructed by. a
least-square method to predict the difficulty of two- factor multiplication
problets. In particular, "the study was directed toward (a)- exploring the

, correlations between each of (several) structural'yariables and'the
criterion variable, (b) testing the significance of various regression

.`s. models, (c) searching for a more parsimonious model that would still pre-,
diet problem difficulty, and (d) testing the significance of the inde-

; pht4ent contribution ofeach of the variables in a model."

2. Rationale

This study is based on the research of Suppes and others in,develop-
sing a' "process'modellpfor arithmetic." in this model a small number of

, structural variables and multiple linear-regression techniques were used
to asses# the difficulty level of simple addition problems. In addition,
a revs ed of the literature concerned with difficulty level of arithmetic
problems was conducted in order to identify salient structural variables.
"in general, these studies found that larger'addends or factors increase
difficulty, combinations with zero are usually at a high level of diffi-
culty, combinations and thi4r reverses are not equally difficult,

4combinations with the smaller addend or factor second tend to be less
difficult."

;-

3. Research-Design'and Procedure

Only multiplication problems of the form

ab

.'xca
. .".

.

wet' uied in this study where ab and cd are two digit whole ouMbers.
Thi tgen structural variables were chosen as predictors for the criterion
variable, iteirdifficulty'(DIFF), i.e., the proportion of seudent8 failing
to'arrive at'the correct splution to the item. The structujigariables
were (1) the tens digit in, the first factor (TDF), (2) the digit ig
the .first /*tot (UDF), (3) the tens digit in the second factor (OS), ,
(4) theunits digit in the second factor (UDS), (5) the number of operation
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steps'in addition (0.0, (6) the number of operation steps%in multiplication

(OM), (7) the number of digits carried in addition (DCA), (8) the number
of digitslcarried in multiplication (DCM), (9) the largest-digit .n the
factors (LDF), (10) the smallest digit in the factors (SDF), (11) the uuMber

of digits in the product (NDP), (12) whether either of the factors had the

same tens sad units digit (SMD) and (13) whether the second factor was

larger than the first factor (LFS). The measurement of OA was defined in

the same manner as the number of operations (0) used in the studies con-

ducted by Suppes, mentioned earlier. The number of steps in multiplication

(OM) was defined in a similar way. Briefly, OM reflected the total number

of binary operations the subject must complete to solve (ab)x(cd) by the

usual algorithm.

The sample consisted of 238 fifth graders, all of the fifth-grade
children from two elementary schools in a mid-south ,cCty of approximately

25,000. Two forma of an instrument, each containing 84 multiplication
problems formed from digits generated randomly by a compuier, were lion

strutted. One-half of the students completed Form 1 of the test and the

other half completed Form 2. The test was 'administered by the classroom

teachers, at their convenience, and with no time limit specified.

Linear models using (1) all 13 variables, (2) the 4 digit-type
yariables (TDF, UDF, TDS, ITOS), (3) the 9 process-type variables and

(4) 3 Variables determined by a factor analysis were considered.

1 4. Findings

e summary tables for the four linear models are reprodUced below.

In model 4, OM, OA and NDP were used as predictors since they were the
variables most highly correlated with three factors identified by a

principal axis factor analysis with progax rotations.

MODEL (1) --FULL MODEL WITH ALL 13 PREDICTORS

a
Predictor Beta Weight B Weight

Percent of Independent
Variance Contributed F Ratio

Probability
lipvel

Tog .075 , .Q03 0.2 1.26 .262

UDF .273 .010 2.2 15.33 .000.

TDS .226 .008 1.0 7.09 .008

UDS .187 .007 1.4 9.57 .003

OA .376 .028 1.9 12.86 . .001

OM -.288 -.014 0.5 3.19 .072

DCA -.163 -.023 0.5 3 51 .059

' DCM .275 .035 O. 3.69 .053

LDF .097 .007 0.4 2.74 .096

SDF .122 .008 0.3 2.25 .132

NDP .216 .035 4 1.3 8.59 .004

SMD -.156 -.042 2.1 14.62 .4.000

LFS -.005 -.001 0.0 .00 .949,

Regression Constant -.131.
Multiple R ...88. R2 .78. p . .000.

Note.-For all F ratios. df 1/151.
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MODEL (2) - -DIGIT TYPE VARIABLES

Predictor Beta Weight Weight
Percent of Independent `
Variance Contributed

Probability'
F Ratio Level

TDF .210 .008 4.3 22.58 .000
111W .477 .017 22./ 118.49 .000
TDS .503 .018 .25.0 130.45 .000
UDS' .391 , .015 15.2 79.40 .000

Regression Constant = -.063.
Multiple R = .83, R2 = .69,,p = .000.
Note. 7For all F ratios df = 1/163.

MODEL (3)- PROCESS TYPE VARIABLES

Predictor Beta Weight

4

Weight
Percent of Independent

Variance Contributed
Probability

F Ratio Level
OA .423 .031 .../ -2.5 15.29 .000
OM -.408 -.020 1.1 . 6.67 .010
DCA -.181 -.026 '0.6 4.02 .044
DCM .509 1.864 2.6 15.95 .000
.LDF .254 .018 5.0 30.71 .000
SDF .249 .016 . 1.8 11.03 .001
RP .272 .044 3.2 194 .000
SMD -.157 -.042 2.3 13.17 ,001
LFS .021 .004 0.0 .25 .627

Regression Constant = -.149. : 4

Multiple R = .86, R2 .74 p = .002.
Nose. -For all F ratios df = 1/58.

MODEL (4) - -FACTOR ANALYTIC MODEL

Percent of Independent Probability
Predictor Weight Weight` Variance Contributed F Ratio Level
OA .318 .023 5.4 22.28 .000
OM .338 .017 .

5.5 22.61 .000
NDP /245 .039 3.5 14.68 .000'

Regression Constant = -.048.
Multiple.-R = .78, R2 = .60,' p = .900.
Note.-For all F ratios df = 1/164.

c
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5. Interpretations

Of the 13 structural variables, only SMD did not correlate signifi-
cantly with DIFF. Each of the four linear models accounted for a signifi-
cant proportion of the variance in DIFF. However, model 1 accounted for
significantly more of the variance in DIFF than did any of the three

restricted models. "Thus, in arriving at a more parsimonious and possibly
more useful modtl some predictive power may be sacrificed."

This study supported most conclusions drawn from early work on problem
difficulty with two notable exceptiqns. First, this study does not
support the conclusion that multiplication problems with the smaller
factor second are less difficult. Second, combinations involving 0, or

the larger digits, did not prove to be more difficult nor were combina-
tions involving."1" or "2" less difficult. In fact, combinations

4 involving "0" were among the easiest problems to solve.

The results of this study clearly indicate that it is possibleto
predict the level of difficulty of multiplication problems in terms of

easily measured structural variAbles. Fdrthermore, the techniques used

to measure problem difficulty in this study. may be easily extended to

different types of mathematical problems. Since problem difficulty is

one obvious, external variable to be considered in building a theory of
mathematics learning, the measurement techniques used in this study could
have important. theoretical significance.

Abstractor's Notes
A

This research report was written in an exceptionally concise manner.
in paiticular, its relationship to learning theory and earlier research
is evident, though it appears to be unduly limited in scope. Foi example

would it not have been possible to analyze the performance of individual
subjects or types of subjects grouped by some learner characteristics?
Basic research which goes beyond analysis of largg group data is deeded
before any theory of mathematics learning will approach completeness.
Perhaps the greatest contribution made by this stuily is the technique

for measuring the various structural variables.

os01011P
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LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT AND'THE EFFICIENCY OF LEARNING THE CONCEPT OF VECTOR
ADDITION AT THREE DIFFERENT GRADE LEVELS. Gubrud, Allan R.; Novak, Joseph
D., Science Education, v57 n2, pp179-191, Apr/Jun 73.

Descriptors--*Concept Formation, *Instruction, *Learning, *Learning
Readiness, *Mathematics Education, Educational Research, Learning
Theories, Secondary', School Science, Sequential 'A.0-fling, [Research
Reports)

"

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by H. Laverne
Thomas, State University of New Yo'k, College at Oneonta

1. Pgroose
t

The purpose of the study was to test Ausubel's subsUmption learning
theory. The specifit problem investigated was that of finding the appro7
pftate grade level for teaching the concept of non-algebraic vector
sddition. Primary constraints were that learning time to be held constant
/Or eadh grade level and that "....the initial information learned should
be incorporated into cognitive structure with enough clarity and stability
that it can be usefully employed by the learner to leap a subsequent but
related'material....".

Two research hypotheses were specifically tested:

1) -Tenth grade students will do better than eighth grade
students on a posttest following instruction on non-
algebiraic vector addition.r

2) Tenth grade students will do better than eighth grade
students on a related materials test following further
instruction on material related to non-algebraic vector
addition.

2. Rationale

The investigators were motivated by consideration of Bruner's well
known hypothesis on concept le.arning and its limitations in the classroom
setting. The learning theory of Ausubel provides additional restrictions
'on Bruner's hypothesAs in that it posits a strong re1,tionahip between
learning And the availability in the learner's cognitive structure of
appropriate subsuming concepts. From this a test for adequate learning of
a particular concept is derived as the degree to which it facilitates the
learning of subsequent related material.

This research is indirectly related to research on advance organizers.
It is also somewhat related to a host of studies indicating the feasibility
of teaching a given concept at a given (lower than usual) grade level.
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3. Research Design and Proce4ure

The ekperimental groups consisted of 96 students from each of grades

8, 9, and 10. All subjects were selected from the school popukation in

Ithaca, New York, a college town of 25,000. Eighth and tenth graders were

volunteers who took part in the study during study hall periods whereas
ninth graders participated as students in a general science class. The

IQ range for the 288 subjects was'100-150.

All subjects feceived an instructional sequence of four 40-minute-
lessons dn four cOnsec V.ve days, leading through the addition of vectors

in lessons 3 and 4. rs sequence was standardized by an independently

developed self insiructional system making use of multiple learning

materials.

Following this instructional sequence an 18-item Posttest (PT) was
administered to one-fourth of the subjects at each grade level at inter-

vals of 3, 21,Iand 42 days. The PT contained nine items on recall of

rules for vector addition (drill) and nine items requiring the abstraction
of giving a vector representation of a physical situation as well as

.applying the rules for vector addition (application).

The remaining one-fourth of the subjects at each grade level
received an additional lesson on the resolution of vectors into com-
ponents and a Related Materials Test (RMT) on this len. This occurred
42 days after the initial four lessons were complete4,, The instruction
was a programed booklet for which 25 minutes were all5ad with 15 . 0
minutes for the 12-item multiple choice Related Materials Test.

Dependent variables were the Posttest and Related Materials Test

scores. Apparent independent variables were grade level, retention

interval, and ability level.

Graphic comparisons on mean PT adores wera made for each component;
drill, application, and for the total PT scores for each grade level.
Similar comparisons were made between low and high ability students at

each grade level. Factorial analysis of variance was also carried out

for each of these sets of scores using Grade (3 levels), Time (3 ievels),
and Ability (2 levels, as measured by IQ) as the independent variables.

For the RMT, graphic comparisons were made on mean scores by grade

level and by three levels of "abstract thinking ability." Contrasts were

also given between PT an .RMT mean scores by Ability and grade level. A

factorial analysis of variance was done for the RMT scores with grade

Level and ability level as the independen; variables.

4. Findings

The ANOVA for the PT and each subtest applicatiops) yielded

significant main affects for grade level and ability level (0.01). A

significant main effect for retention time was found on the PT and the
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drill subtest (p <.05). There were no significant interactions. For the
RMT the ANOVA showed a significant effect only for gr.-Ade level (p <.01).
These statistical results, together with the extreme differences in mean
scoreg between grades eight and ten were reported as supporting both
research hypotheses.

5. Interpretations
t

The investigators argue in several ways that the results of the study
are supportive of Aushbel's subsumption theory. First, tlie superior per-
formance of the tenth graders on the Posttest is explained by the.greater
availability in cognitive structure of relevant subsuming concepts. In,t'
,formal investigation tended ro rule out an alternative explanation that
students had learned specific concepts of vectors and vector addition in
the interval from grade eight to grade ten.

Second, the further superior performance of tenth graders on the RMT,...
is explained ih a cumulative fashion based on subsumption theory. That
is, tenth graders possessed through cognitive growth relevant sUbsumers
that enabled them to learn the initial material with greater clarity and t

Stability hence facilitating the learning of the related materials,
.

'Third, it is noted that differential efTects_on the PT scorbsappear -,
that may be explained or predicted by subsumption theory. The difference
between mean scores on the Poi*stest for high and low-ability ninth graders
19 4.9 as compared with 2.2 and 3.5 for eighth and tenth-graders, respec-
tively. The interpretation is that most high ability ninth,graders have
a greater availability of relevant subsuming concepts through their study
of algWf.a whereas most. low ability ninth graders do not study algebra.
Thia- is further supported by an increase in mean score from eigifth to
ninth grade of only 0.1 for low ability students as compared with an in-
crease of 2.8 Or high, ability students.

The fact that a signifitanz difference occqrs between ability levels
on the PT but not on the RMT.Iis also seen is explainable by subsumption
theory. The 401 ability student begins it grade eight_ with a greater
number-of subsumers and accumulates them over time at a greater rate than
clops the low ability student, thus performing better on the,PT throughout.
This difference digappears on the RMT becluse the time interval is too

-"" atibrt (six weeks} for'any factors to operate other than the initial state
of the learner and theeffect of the leariing materii1.111 lessons 1-4.

Finally, the subjects wer further categorized for analysis into .

three levels of absiract think1 g ebility. These levels` were defined as
(a) all eighth graders and low bility ninth graders, CO high ability
ninth graders and low ability tenth gradels, and (c) high ability tenth
graders. Group (a) had a mean score on the RMT corresponding man

estimated Chance:score (3.61) whereas'groups (b) and (E) had mean scores
1.80 and 2.81 points above that scbre. Thus, thcriterion for meaningful
learning as initially stated is het met for group (a) but is better met

' by groups (b) and (c).
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In sum, the investigators conclude that "Ausidgel's contention,that

the primary facilitation for new leaQing is the adequacy of relevant
.

concepts, is supported by our data.

Abstractor's Notes

s

There are a few apparent errors in the original report that may be

puzzling to the reader. In Figures 2 and 3, N should be 216 rather than

192 Co agree with the text of the report. The titles fot Figures 6 and 7

are reversed. In Table V, the number of istems for the Related Materials

Test should be,,Presumably, twelve rather than nine.

This research is of definite interest for mathematics educators
although carried out in the context of science education. It would

. appear that the only parts of the learning materials specifically science
related were those that dealt with applications of vectors.

Much prior researdh,t with little productivity, has been'directed
towards the effectiveness.of advance organizers in instruction in mathe-

matics. The research repOrted takes a different tack in testing subsump-
tion theory op a pore basic level and in thereby of great interest to
those exploring the application of Ausubelfan'theory In mathematics in-

struction. Despite the contention that the date are supportive of the

theory, the results are so broad and diffusibas to make the interpreth-
tions obvious on the one hand (t14 gains ftoi theei4hth to the tenth

A grade) and somewhat strained on the other (explaining the sdperiority of
high ability ninth graders over those of law ability). What explains the

narrowing of the gap for high ability and low ability tenth graders (a
gain of 3.0, the rargest single gain for any group)? In what way wou

they have attained relevant subsuming concepts from _ninth to tenth g

ofsuch magnitude when they have not taken algebra?

Th e and other interpretations made would have been greatly

streng ened had significant interactions occurred on the,ANOVA. In

contr t, why were the significant effects for retention time not dis-

cusse ? Do they have a specific relationship to subsumption theory?

If n t, why was thislactor built into the study?

An interesting contribution of the'study is its approach to testing
feasibility of teaching specific concepts at different grade levels. As

such, critics might argue that the results might have been more favorable
at grade eight if only a better teaching approach had been used. Further

studies. could incorporate this factor as an experimental variable.

ge
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DEVELOPMENTAL DYSCALCULIA. Kosc, Ladislav, Journal of Learniag.
Disabilities, v7 n3, pp164-177, Mar 74.

Descriptors--*Exceptional Child Research, *Learning Disabilities:
*Mathematics, *Testing, ,Exceptional Child Education, Childhood,
Adolescenta, Number Concepts, Definitions, [ *Dyscalculia]

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Nicholas
A. Branca, The Pennsylvania State University.

1. Purpose

The purposes of this piper are to put forth a definition of develop-
mental dyscalculia to distinguish it from other forms of disturbed
mathematical abilities and to present the findings of an investigation
of mathematical abilities and disabilities in eleven-year old pupils from .

normal schools in Bratislava,'Czechoelovakia.

2. ' Rationale

The concept of developmental dyscalculth has not received the
attention that developmental dyslexia and dysgraphia have.' Evidence is
given to support the existence of genetiC dispositions for mathematics and
various definitions of developmental dyscalculia are given. The author
considers.dsycalcula to be a much more complicated disorder than past
interpretations have suggested and defines it as "a structural disorder
of mathematical abilities which has its prigin in a genetic or congenital
disorder of those parts of the brain that are the direct anstomico+
physiological substrate of the maturation of the mathematical abilit
adequate to age, without a simultaneous disorder of general mental
functions." Factor analytic studies of mathematical abilities are also
cited to support the author's contention that these abilities are not
simple and compact andothat it is necessary to differentiate between
several relatively isolated abilities or factors. Developmental
dyscalculia is differentiated from postlesional dyscalculia, acalculia,
oligocalculia, and paracalculia and its basic forms of verbal dyscalculia,
'practognostic dyscalculiA, lexical dyscalculia, graphic4 dyscalculia,
ideognostical,dyscalculia, and operational dyscalculia are explained. 0

3. Research Design and Procedure

A sample of 375 pupils (199 boys and 176 girls) selected'ht random.
from 14 fifth grade classes in 14 Basic schools in Bratislava were admin-
istered two sets of group tests measuring mathematical abilities. The
first set consisted of Kalkulia 1, developed by the author for research
purposei, and a modified version of the Minnesota Paper Form Board (PFB).
The second set consisted of taskstestingbasic arithmetical operations,

,sequences, and symbols. Children scoring at or below the 10th percentile
of the score distribution on the group tests. were considered failures.
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After eliminating those students with IQ's below 90, three groups of
failiires were delineated, those who failed the fir'it sete those who failed

the second set, and those who failed both sets. Thee 66 children were

then submitted tota detailed individual psychological and neurological
examination. The following, tests--numerical triangle, Rey-Osterrieth
Complex Figure, arithmetical reasoning, digit memory test, successive'
subtraction of 7 from 100, numerical square test, and C-test were included
among others in the investigation.

4. Findings
. .

In the numerical triangle test tht groups with global failures
differed significantly (at the .01 level) from bo experimental

XI

groups

in the number pt incorrect steps and the'testing ma.
. .

_ .

The Rey7Osterrieth Complex Figure did not distinguish between the

experimental groups.

On the arithmetical reasoning problems the lowest average scores alp
the longest mean time were obtained by the experimental groups who,kan.ed

in the performance tests.

In the digit memo test all experimental groups were found to have

a higSer average number of incorrect repro"ductions on both sets in which

the 'numbers' were presente verbally. The greatest number of failures
were again recorded in the14roup ofd globally failing children.

The test of successively subtracting 7 from 100 was given in three
forms (two verbal and one written perf9rmance). As far as number and '

range of faulty steps are concerned, the poorest results ,were achieved by.
the two experimental groups who failed all the numerical tests applied in
the screening.

The numerical square holds a special position in the test battery
used'insofar as the poorest result were not attained by the group of
global failures' but by the group that failed only the tests of numerical

character used in the screening stage of this investigation.
?

The G-test was included in the test battery chiefly to determine to
what extent dyscalculia (numerical dyslexia and dysgraphia), occurs

simultaneously with literal dyslexia and dysgraphia. The lowest scores

were obtaided by both experimental groups who failed in all numerical
tests employed in the screening stage of the investigation:

Out of 15 children of the group of global failures, 11 children
showed at least grave suspicion of an objective pathological neurological
finding, whereas in the group of a children that failed in the numerical
tests only, neurological deficits were found in just two cases. In the

last group (failure in the performance test's) there was not a single case

with even a suspicion.of an objective pathological neurological finding.
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Out of the whole sample of 375 children, dyscalculia was found inia
total of 24 (6.4%).

5. Interpretations

The author's definition of developmental dyscalculia,is more inausive
than earlier definitions and takes into account the relationship between
general mental abilities and special mathematical abilities.

The research findings illustrate various differences in children's'
mathematical abilities. They suggest that approximately 6% of children of,
a normal population can be expected to have symptoms of developmental
dyscalculia as defined in the study.

Abstractor's Notes

The author has undertaken an ambitious study to collaborate his
definitioi of developmental dyscalculia. The paper is extremely informa-
tive on a superficial level due not to the study itself but to space .

limitations in reporting it. Not all tests are described in detail and
some used were experimental versions. The author stresses that,detailed

fanalyses of the subjects were performed and individual case s ies were
undertaken before the presence of developmental dyscalculia c uld be
diagnosed. He reports that school marks, indicators from paAnts' and
teachers' questionnaires and neurological examinations were statistically
analyzed but that it is not possible to quote theitall within the frame-
work of the paper. The data, however, are available from the author on
request: .
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NESS. Kuhfittig, Peter K. F.,Education, v94'n2, ppl3i-136, Vov/Dec 73. ,

Descrlptora--*Instructional Materials, *Learning Processes,
Achievement Teats, *Reteltion, 4dUcational Experiments, Student
Ability, Transfer of Tfaining ,.

.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepafed Especially for I.M.E. by Larry, K.
Sowder, Northern Illinois University,.

1. p: Purpose

To investigate the effects of concrete'aids, of a discovery method,
and of the interaction'between these two variables.

2

No research which 'simultaneously investigatis .cancrete aids and
AdiscoverY learning seems to haVe been done. 1

3 Research Design and,Procedure

Four,factora, each at 2 levels were used{

1. learnin aids.(LA)--presenc absence of .concrete aids;
2. discove (D)--intermedi: e guidance ("a carefully struaured-

sequence of quo ions")/maxima guidance ("careful explanation of the
individual steps');

3. ability ldw, based Sn departure of at least one
standard deviation frdm the mean on Metropolitan Achievement subscores;

4, ,tests -- posttest /retention test.

These factors were the basis for a completely crossed, balanced ix2x2x2
'factorial design with repeated measures on the tests factor.

Subjects were 40 seventh-graders, 20 at each ability level; random
'assinment of Ss at each level pfte 5 Ss per LAxDxA cell. '

The learning'task was conversion from American to old English
currency and vice versa. The concrete aids were.experimentefLproduced
models of coins. Instruction to the 4 LAxD groups was given by E;over-
head transparencies, were used "to insure uniformity of content and to
'help prevent an unintentional bias toward confirming the hypotheses."
That the treatments were different Was established by a'review of au'dio.7,
tapes ofthe sessions.

I,

Two days of instruction were followed by 2 days of posttests. After.'
4 weeks, the same,tests were given,Tor ieteption measures. The tests ,
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consisted of 3 parts: achievement, horizontal transfer, ifia vertical

transfer. Reliabilities of. .82,'.84, and .455, reapectively, were reported

(the type of reliability was not given). Use of concrete aids was not
allowed during the testae

4. Findings

1. For low ability Ss onposttest achievement score:
crete> abstract. (No,such difference was noted for

high ability Ss.)

2. For intermediate guidance Ss on posttest transfer sco res:

concrete > abstract. (No such difference was noted for
maximal guidance Ss.) 1

Trends or-posttest vertical transfer score:
lntermedia e guidance> maximal guidpnCe for low ability

0 .
4. The only significant differences cya retention.test scores:

high ability > low ability on achievement and vertical

3.

(not so for d'

transfer.
e

5. For achievement and vertical transfer scores:
posttest > retention txst.

P.

44-5. Interpretations

e.

"The main conclusion, then, is,...that low. ability subjects benefit

from aids more than high'abiaity subjects in mastering abstract skills.
Furthermore, students learning by distomery Yenefit from concrete aidri,,
but whenever thA expository method is employed the benefits derived from
such aids are not apparent when transferring the acquired skills to novel

situations. Finally., for lowehility sdb3ects intermediatelguidance
'appears, to be preferabl&on trAnafer."'

y,

A)stractor's Notes
. .

.

1. The investigation of the joint influences of "dicovery" learning
.

and concrete aids makes this a most interesting study. In particular, ,

there has.been.a ladtrof work on whether concrete aids with secondary

school Ss make any difference. The experimenter was wise to use the terms
"Altermediate guidance" and "maximal guidance" and might well have avoided.

the ,ill difinecirterm °4iiigneei"Y" altogether. .. 1

' ,..:' oo o
. .

. o

, 2.: pe necessary brevity of jOurnal articles is likely responsible
lot the lack of definitions. of horizontal and vertical tranqper (or sample

.
,_

test iehAS:to illdstrate theae), information on the scores reported (means
of Aar Acores percents?), and a more complete report of the svtiatical

atalyses. :k
A r rle, "
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i

The small n (5 Per cell) should cause considerable concern.'
Besides the statistical draWbacks, an "off -day" or misunderstanding by
only 1 or 2 Ss could cause distortions in results.

.

. .

4. Coupled with the stall p, the 2-day tescing might have lead to
this remarkable result 'krematkable at least to the abstractor - -the experi-

meRter did riot

pop

it):. For the low ability, intermediate
guidance, abstract giouposttest mean on.horixontal transfer - 37.0,

a_ .

but .retention test mean =.63.6.7 I A

ika . .

:
.

.

5. The.abrrractor is biased against A repeated measures design for
settings like, that of t s.study. Re would prefer ANOCOVA (covariates:
the Metropolitan scares d/or the posttest scores), or a multivariate
analysis, or even separate ANOVAs for posttest "and retention scores.
The author did not comment on,the,apparent dubiousness of homogeneity
assumptions.

. . . .

0. The author's statements given above under Interpretations seem
much stronger than the number of significant differehces warrants.
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PERSONALITY AND PERFORMANCE IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO ITEM TYPE. Lewis, D. G.; Ko, Peng -Sim, britiaL Journal of
Educational Psychology, v43 ptle pp24-34, Feb. 73.

7 -

Descriptors--*Personaliti.issessment, *Secondary Schogl Mathematics,
*Performance Factors*Objective Tests, *Item Analysis, Individual
Characteristics, SeZ Differences, Analysis of Variance, Tables(Data)

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Marilyn
N. Suydam, The Ohio State University.

, 1. *Purpose es

. ,

To ascertain the relationship between perbonality factors and
mathematics performance as evidenced by secondary-sChool students on
varying types of test items.

,2. Rationale

'The use of objective tests to supplement more traditional kinds of
questions has increased. The relationship bet:ion such non-cognitive
,factors, as personality and academic success hafteen studies, based on
the assumption that students with different personality characteristics
will respond'differentlito testa; the possible interactive effgcts of
personality variable? with item type has been noted. Little attention
has been paid to these effects in a mathematical context;, therefore
this study is an attempt to ascertain the effect of personality factors
on attainment on various types of math4Matics test items at the Certifi-
cate of Secondary Education.Level.

3.- Research Design and Procedure
, '

Students aged 14-16 years Were selected from two modern second4y
schools (one boys', one girls' school) and one coeducational comprehen-
dive school. They were initially tested on (1) the Junior Eysenck
Personality Inventory and (2)1aved's Standard Progressive Matrices,
and were defined by (1) as being iheroverted or extraverted and neurotic
or stable, and by (2)'as having high or low ability. Each student was
accordingly 'placed in one of eight categories, and a sample of 80 boys
and 80 Axis was randomly selected from these categories.-.

The mathematics te4were constructed in four sections, each
using a distinctive item type: multiple- choice, data-sufficiency,

R\
multi-facet (true-false), and traditional (constructed res onse); each
section was divided into two content areas, number and space

Data were analyzed by a six-way analysis of variance, taking account
of a double-crossing of a nested variable, that of individual pupils
crossed with item type and content areas, within each of the cross-
claaaificatigns_of extraversion., neuroticism, sex, and ability.

43
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4. Findings

The AOV separates 63 diatincttsources of variation, 60 of which are 4
of possible psychological interest; of the 60, nine were found to be
statistically significant (two main 'effects, five firht-order inter
actions, and two second-order interactions).

(1) Extraverted boys performed better than introverted bdys in
all four item types; this was statistically significant only for radati-
facet items. Introverted girls performed better than extraverted girls;
this was significant for multi-facet and traditional items. Extraverted
boys performed significantly better than extraverted girls in all item
types except data-sufficiency; no significant differences were found
among the introverted.

(2) Neurotic Children performed better than stable.Childre for
number content on multiple-choice, data-sufficiency, and tradi onal
items, while stable children performed slightly better on multi-facet
items; no differences were significant, however. For space content,
stable children performed better than neurotic ohildren; only the
difference for traditional items was significant.

(3) Among the extraverted, those who were neurotic performed better
than those who were stableCamong the introverted, stable children
performed better than neurotic children. Groups with the beat perform-
ances were the neurotic extraverts and the stable introverts. No
differencowere significant, although the difference of the differences
was significant.

(4) Among those with high ability, the introverted did better,
whereas among the less able, the extraverted did better. There were

no significant differences, but the difference of the differences was
significant.

(5) Differences in ability levels within item type were markedly
unequal, with that for, data-sufficiency items.noticeably small. The
overall difference among these differences was significant. .

5. Interpretations

Previous studies suggested that the advantage of,the educational
effects of extraversion might be over for this age group, and a signi-
ficant main effect favoring introversion was hypothesized. This was
not found. Extraversion-introversion was found to interact with sex
and item type, thus necessitating separate conclusions for boys and
girls, these in turn being qualified by item type. Any hypothesis of
the superiority of introverts survives only if restricted to girls and
to their performance on multi-facet and traditional items. For boys
extraversion was still an asset. i Thus this suggests that a "change-over"
occurs earlier with girls.
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The findings relative to ability level provide (tome support for MA,
rather than GA being the eel determinant of when introversion begins to
be an advantage.

-

Somewhat in contrast o the linkage Of extraversion with sex and
items type is the extrav,--/ siorr-by-neuroticism interaction.

Stability would appear to be an asset to mathematical attainment
only in respect to traditional questions in s space content....

Further research is suggested to confirm the need to take account,
of the fdrm of assessment of matheriatical attainment.

I

Abstractor's Notes

In general, this is,a Welk-presented research report. The review
of literature is concise but thorough. By and large, the sample
selection appeared to reflect the characteristics of thft population.

The mathematics tests.seem to have bhen'carefully and competently"
constructed. (Would the inclusion of sample items have helped to con-
firmhis reaction?),

Discussion, of the meaning of the findings for schools is not"
included (probably because the findings from only one investigation do
not ne&asarily warrant this). But this would be interesting to pursue:
to reflect the highest attainment, which item types might be selected
fof which types of students? (Is this an "acceptable" practice?)

.If supported by subsequent research, the results of this study
could prOvide an interesting facet to add to planned research. It
might be noted in passing that most of the research on this type of
topic has been conducted in Britain; relatively little has been done in
this country. Would it be plauSible tp'replicate such studies with an
American poptilation?
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AN INVESTIGATION OF OPEN-BOOK AND CLOSED-BOOK EXAMINATIONS IN MATHEMATICS.
Michaels, Shirleyanne; Kieren, T. R., Alberta Journal of Educational
Research, v19 n3, Pp202 -207, Sep 73.

Dedcriptors--*Mathematics, *Research Design, *Scores, *Tests,
*Evaluatidn, Educational Research, Tables (Data), Test Results,
Data Collection, Predictor Variables

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Lewis R.
Aiken, Sacred Heart College.

1. Purpoed

The following questions wire investigated:

1. ,Do examinations written in an open-book setting, as contrasted
with those written in a closed-book setting, provide a different
assessment of the high school student's achievement in mathe-
matics? That is, does his achievement differ between the
two settings?

2. Does a student's level of anxiety differ in the two settings?

3. Does a student's attitude"in the two settings differ?

4. Is there a relationship among attitude, anxiety and achiqvement
in a particular setting?

5. Does the reliability, validity and variance'of examinations
vary between the two settings?

2. RAtiona1e

The collective findings from six studies of the use of open-book
examinations with university students are summarized.- These findings
are: (1) Little or no increase in achievement with open-book exathina-
time; (2) Students liked open-book examinations better than closed-book
examinations, presumably because they were less anxious during the
former; (3) sounder study preparation resulted fiom open-book examina-
tions; (4) students taking open-book

examinations were tested not only
on memory but also on reasoning; (5) compared to closed-book examinations,
scores on open-book examinations had slightly higher variances,
Abilities and validities.

3. Research Design and Procedure

The research sample consisted of 600+ students'in twelfth-grade
mathematics classes in Alberta, Canada. Students were randomly assigned
to four groups by Classroom lot. Setting and. test forma varied from
group to group. The following eight scores were obtained on each
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.student: (a) open-book teat; (b) closedrbook test; (c) anxiety (in

neutral, open-book, and closed-book settings); (d) attitude toward test-

ing (in open-book and closed-book settings); (e) attitude toward

mathematics (in neutral setting). The neutral setting involved no

achievement testing and occurred between the two testing sessions. Each

of the two parallel tests, one administered as open-book and the other as

closed-book, contained 36 multiple-choice items. It should be noted that

the tests used were originally designed for a closed-book setting.

4. Findings

The variance, reliability and validity of the achievement test

scores did not vary significanbly with test setting(open-book vs.

closed-book). A three-way analysis of variance (time of administration,

X setting X test form) of achievement scores revealed no significant
interaction between time of administration and setting or between test

form and setting. Significant differences between the overall means for
open-book and cloced-book scores were,found for knowledge items, compre-

hension items, and total test scores, but not for application items.
Analysis of variance of anxiety scale scores across situations (neutral
vs. open-book vs. closed-book) revealed'a significantly higher mean in the

closed-book than in the open-book and neutral situations, and a signifi-

cantly higher mean in the open-book than in the neutral situation. The

differences between means of attitudes toward openr and closed -b*xk

examinations were not statistically significant.

Analysis of regression of attitude and anxiety on achievement re-
vealed that the three attitude variables -- attitude toward open book
testing, attitude toward closed-book testing, and attitude toward mathe-

matics--were all significantly related to mathematics,dchievirent. The

,anxiety var les, however, did not significantly adfofto the prediction .

of athieveme t from the attitude scores'alone.

Intetpr tatiOns

The writers conclude from these results that the open-book setting
increases scores on knowledge and comprehension items but not application

items on a mathematics test. The lack of a significant difference for

application items is interpreted as being due to their complexity, lack
of relation to specific details, or other factors that make it leas
likely that students would find ready-made answers to the items in their

notes.

The findings also indicate that anxiety, although still higher than
in a non-teat (neutral) situation, is lower in an open-book than in a

closed-book situation. Finally, the,significant correlations between'
attitude and achievement are interpreted as suggesting that attitude
toward the type of examination is predictive of one's achievement oti the

examination. In other words, the differential effect on achievement of

wel
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open-book and closed-book examination settings may vary with the
examinee's attitude and other individual difference veadbles.-

Abstractor's Notes

This was a very interesting s'tudy,ith the finding that open -book d
examinations produce higher scores with some types of items but not with
others being especially provocative. Unfortunately, it suffers from
several flaws, both methodological and interpretive. Hindsight. is
usually better than foresight, but if I wore to re-conduct this investi-
gation I should use a tab by two factorial design. The open-bobk vs.
closed -book dichotomy would constitute one factor, and the essay vs.
objective test dichotomy the other factor. should also be more specific
about my sampling prbcedure, since it is unclear in read% this paper
whether the sampling unit was the individual student or the classroom
group. If it was actually the latter, then the subsequent analyses of
variance areincorrect. Also-with regard to sampling,, the writers are
not clear abOutyhattley.mean by the terms "heterogeneous" and "class-
room lot" as applied in this situation.

Educational researchers Act always provide sufficient details in
describing their research designs, but they usually do a Bit better with
their instruments. 'Oui writers, however, tell us nothing about the nature
of the "attitude scales" employed in the present investigation. Another%
possible problem is the fact that the achievement tests were designed for
an entirely different purpose in another context. These multiple-choice
tests were designed earlier for a closed-book testing situation only.

Regarding the analysis of results, I wonder how the writers deter-
mined that the Spearman-Brown cbefficienti for the toe settings, and
consequently their reliabilities, were not significantly different? Con-,
Netional statistical tests based on independent random samples were
inappropriate in this situation because the two correlations 'ere calcu-
lited on the same sample of,people. Regarding the analyses of variance
of the three subscores and total score.on the achievement tests, I would
have opted for multivariate analysis of variance. Scores on the k
ledge, comprehension, and application items are undoubtedly positively
correlated. Also, tables of means (Table 1) and ANOVA tables (Table 3)
should be labeled as such.

Finally, the authors get into difficulty again in the interprptation
of their results. After noting that attitude toward the type of examina-
tion is correlated with achievement scores, they refer tq,'the attitude
scores aspredictors (of achievement). They conclude from this finding
that there are individual reactions to open- and closed-book examinations.

.

The last statement is undoubtedly a truism (there are always individual
differences!), but attitude is not strictly a predictor of achievement in
this situation. Nor has it been demonstrated that differencv in attitude
toward open- and closed-book examinations affect achievement ,in these two
situations differentially. Attitude was measured after achievement, and
can be viewed mote. as an effect than a cause of the latter in thif
instance.
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In addition to correcting the shortcomings noted above, the next

time around I'd like to see the authors or their intellectual descendants
'include pretest measures of mathematics achievement and attitude. This

way we could see how the differential effects of open- and closed -book

examinations are related to initial standing on the variables in question.

A
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A KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM.
Runnels, Patricia; Runnels, L. K.

School Science and Mathematics, v74 n5, pp361-365, May-Jun. 74..
Descriptors --*Curriculum, *Elementary School Mathematics,
*Kindergarten, *Program Descriptions, *Research, Achievemept,
Ability, Accelerated Courses, Gifted, Instruction: Learning

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.H.E. by Robert
E. Rays, University of Missouri-Columbia.

1: Purpose

To report results of a formal preschool mathematics training program
on mathematics achievement of kindergarteners and a follow-up check
during the middle of.the first grade.

2. Rationale

Considerable growth in basic mathematical concepts occurs before
formal schooling begins. Such development usually reflects no planned
sequence of learning activities, whereas this study was based on the
assumption that a carefully structured kindergarten mathematics program
should produce significant growth in-mathematics achievement during
kindergarten and first grade.

3. Research Design and Procedure

The sample foi the investigation was 17 children from an intact
kindergarten class. The subjects participated in a six hour kinder-
garten progiam for the entire 1971-72 school year. Each day contained
three distinct parts of the instructional program devoted to mathematics.
Two 20 minute segments were devoted to group instruction (one dealt with %
number skills and the other reflected topics selected from a textbook
series) and one individual session (between teacher and pupil) of, five
minutes duration which was also devoted to number skills.

Levels of achievement with respect to addition and subtraction
(reflecting the highest basic family fact mastered) were reported.
Scores on the arithmetic computation and reasoning subtexts of the
Gray-Votsw-Rogers Geheral Achievement Teat given at the end of the
semester of the first grade were also reported. These data were
correlated with Y.Q. scores, age and sex of the subjects.

4. Findings

At the end of kindergarten, all subjects were able to count by, ones,
twos, fives and tens to 100 and could recognizeonumerals to 100. All
subjects could also show and count correctly any designated number of

/1
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fingers from 0 to 10. Significant positive cofrelations (p <.0r1)
reported between I.Q. and arithmetic computation; and between kinder-,

garten addition and arithmetic computation in first grade. It Was also

found that I.Q. and first grade computation scores were'more highly

correlated for boys than girls.

p

5. Interpretation*

The strong correlation between the kindergarten achievement levels
and the mid year first grade arithmetic scores is of particular interest.
This suggestg the predictative potential of selected kindergarten mathe-
matics achievement scores. ,.Rich information could be used for the early

identification of children gifted in mathematics and those with special

learning problems.

Abstractor's Notes

The predictative potential of this study holds considerable promise,
however only limited generalizations and/or interpretations can be made

from this investigation. Any conclusions drawn.and/or implications made

must be tempered by the following facts reported by the researchers as
well as several questions which were not addressed in the article.

The sample was small and not random. It was composed of A total of

17"subjects, only 13 of which had I.Q. and"first grade achievement scores
available. These data revealed only one I.Q. score below 100, whereas

ten subjects had an ;.Q, of 120 or above. This was a group of very

-intelligent children and Would not typify the range of abilities found

in most classrooms.

No control group of kindergarteners was identified, consequently
it was not possible to compare the effectivehess of the Kindergarten
Mathematics Program (briefly described in this article) with a tegular

kindergarten program. In fact the design of this research did not
include a pre and post test, component, even though this would have
provided valuable baseline as well as change data.

The authors acknowledge the scarcity of instruments for early
assessment of mathematical competencies of children entering school. It

is agreed that more instruments fox early assessment in mathematics are

needed. There are however several such instruments available (such as

Key Math and the -Comprehensive Mathematics Inventprf), yet no rationale
for not using this type of instrument was given.

The entire assessment during the kindergarten year was weighted
toward number skills; yet many other mathematical concepts (such as
classification) are not only essential but in fact prerequisites for
many basic number ideas. No effort was made to assess the cognitive .

levels at which these kindergarteners were operating. For example,

information regarding the subject's ability to conserve would be
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invaluable. In particular it would be helpful to know if, when and to
what degree these kindergarteners conserved number. The relationship
between this ability to conserve number and their levels of computations
achievement would also be of interest.

In closing it should be noted that this research investigation
would be justified only as a pilot study and seems of questionable value
for publicatibn.
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NEGATIVE INSTANCES AND THE ACQUISITION OF THE MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS OF-
COMMUTATIVITY AND ASSOCIATIVITY.. FINAL REPORT. Shumway, 'Richard J.
Ohio State University, Columbus. Spores Agency - -National CenEer for
Educational Research and Development (DHEW/OE), Washington, D.C.,
Regional Research Program.' Pub Date June 72 Grant -OEG-5 -71 -0025(509)
Note-98p. EDRS Price MF-$0.65 HC-$3.29

Descriptors--*Concept Teaching, *Instruction, Learning, *Learning
Theories, Logic, *Mathematics Education, Number Concepts, *Research,
Secondary School Mathematics

Also reported in:

NEGATIVE INSTANCES IN MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT ACQUISITION: TRANSFER EFFECTS
BETWEEN THE CONCEPTS OF COMMUTATIVITY AND ASSOCIATIVITY. Shumway,
Richard J., Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v5 n4,
pp197 -212, Nov. 74.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by William
E. Geeslin, University of New Hampshire.

1. Purpose

To determine if an instructional sequence consisting of both positive
and negative instances as compared to a sequence of only positive
instances produtes a difference in the acquisitiOnsof the concepts of
commutativity and associativity. And, if differences exist, to determine
if the effects of including negative instances transfer from the acquisi-
tion of one concept to the acquisition of another.

k

2. Rationale

Mathematicians have stated that negative instances are essential to
the understanding of advanced mathematical concepts. Some psychologists
have recommended the inclusion of negative instances in the teaching of
mathematical concepts. However, reviews of research indicate negative
instances may have a debilitating effect op learning, particularly on
learning Of simple concepts. This study investigated the learning of
concepts where the concepts were of the more complicated type encountered
in mathematics.

3. Research Design and Procedure

The concepts of commutativity (C) and associativity (A) were selected
for this study. The four treatments each consisting of 20 instances of
each concepts in a 'fixed but random order, were 1) C + A +, 2) C ± A +,
3) C + A +, and 4) C + A ± (a "+" indicates all 20 instances were positive;
a "+" indicates 10 positive instances and'teh negative instances). Treat-
ments were administered by computer terminal. Each treatment consisted
of three sessions (approximately 25 minutes each): pretest, treatment,
and posttest, respecti7ely. Randomly selected ninth grade students
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(N . 64Y frop one junior high school served as subjects. Mean verbal IQ
at the school was 105. Subjects were assigned randomly to treatments
(16/treatment) and all subjects completed the session within seven days
(most within three days). Two pretests, calculations with parentheses
and calculations without parentheses, were achanistered (reliabilitiea>
.80). In addition, total stimulus interval (sum of lengths of time
between typing of stimulus and entering of response for each instance)
for each subject gn each pretest Was recorded. Wring the treatment
se.5sion, total stimulus interval and total postfeedback interval Tsum of
lengths of time between the typing of feedback and the subject's hitting
return key to receive next stimulus) for each subject on each concept
were obtained. Two poSttests, commutativity and associativity, were
used (reliabilities approximately .5). Total stimulus intervals and
total postfeedback intervals on the posttests were recorded for each

subject. Multivariate and univariate analyses of variance and covariance
were used to analyze the data. Analyses were done separately for each
concept., Achievement variables were separated from time variables.

4. Findings

A univariate analysis of variance indiCated treatment groups
differed'on the calculations.with parenthesespret4E (p<05). No

significant differences between treatments on posttest achievement on
commutativity were found. Analyses of covariance indicated that inclu-
sion of negative.instances in the treatment for commutativity caused
subjects to spend more time responding to items on the posttest foT

,commutativily (p < .05).

The presence of negative instances for commutativity and associati-,
vity both increased performance on associativity.at posttestr(pX.025).
This indicated a transfer effect for the treatment of negative instances -
from commutativity to associativity. The treatments including negative

instances appeared to have increased the stimulus interval times.

5. Interpretations

For the acquisition of the concept of associativity, a sequence of
positive and negative instances was favored over a sequence of all

positive instances.

The acquisition of the concept of associativity was improved by

inclusion of negative instances for commutativity. Transfer occurred.

Three possible explanations of the results are: 1) negative

instances are a necessary and integral part of concept learning; 2)
negative instances teach subjects to be skeptical; or 3) negative in-
stances teach subjects the proportion of criterion instances that thould
be classified as negative using guessing. Nonetheless, classroom
teachers should begin to experiment with the Ise of negative instances

;in instruction. ..
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. '?Abstractoes Notest._,,
.

.

.. .,
0,

-.Efficient and coMplete'learning of mathematical concepts is an,
extremely important Problem.): Shumway's study had several nice features:

'a good rfvfew.ot'the literature; a complete description of the study, the
eipqimedt was:coutrolled well; veiiables were defined carefully;
questlenable statistical procedures were noted and documentation for each
step ill the, analyses was provided; alternative explanations for the.

,)results 'Mere given;, and recommendations to classroom teachers were in -
!' cluded. The'interested reader should examine both Oe FinalReport to
-1REW'as well as the JRME'erticle$ % ° '

The lqw reliabilities.of die,pos est,suggest the study, should
'replicated before'the results areacc p ed.: Negative instances increased
achievement 'on only one'of the conceptsand tended,to increase response
time ciii_both concepts. The.educator,is thus faced with the dilemmaof

`whether zhe increase in schieVement isrth the apparent instructional
time losS. No clear guide exists as t which concepts might be bettdr
taught with negative instances or what the longer term effect might be.
;Transfer seemed to oceursooremmonglyzin the achievement variables than
inhe'time variables. In'the case Of Achievement, transfer seemed to
occur in a ratherapecial!case, 1.e., computations, on' associativity were
dependent on computatipns'on ccebUthtivity. Does transfei.occur between
entire independent concepts?, If negatiVe instances help preveot students
from over- generalizing, thee the concepts neeenotbe so closely related.
Final/Y., the treatment periv4was quite short and administered:by CAI.
It is not known whethet the results of thd"study can beyeplicafed in

.

the more 'usual classreiii setting.

,

One last-concern is of'a More general nature, but may reflect ply
ads 'reederes difficulty with the notion of concePt.learnin., It appears
that subjects could have responded Correctly to the:test items by compu
tational'means alone. To determine if an,,operation is commutative, one
should rely On A more abstract form of reasoning 4han computation. For ,

*ample, if a*S.* 2a + 2b the'arement would be that a *b *-2a + 2b *
2b 2a b*a and'thea * is commutative. Hae the,subject who calculates

"s*b and b*a and then Compares results learned the ",concept" of commutati -
vity? Future- studies cduldinclude items on non-commutative operations
which have examples making it appear the operation Is commutative: e.g.,
a*b, eemainder,when a + 2, 1n3 1 lVqr 4*28 - 0 - 28*4 (but a*b - 4
b*a. Stcondly, although psychologists use a series of examples to
examine concept formation experimentally, this i9 not a paradigm for
learning. A study Ebu1d approximateMore closely, the teaching/learning
Situation by preceding (or following) the series of examples with a brief
dieOssion of the concept, Fesulth may of may not differ from the present
study, but would be much more applicable to the'classroom.

.,

William E. Geeslin
University of New Hampshire,
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ELEftENTARY TEACHERS LEARN TO SEQUENCE MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION. Sowell,
Evelyn, School Science and Mathematics, v'4 n5, pp403 -406, May-Jun. 74.

Descriptors - -*Instruction, *Mathematics Education, *Research,

*Teacher Education, *Teaching TechniquesInservice Education,
Preservice Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by.James
M. Sherrill, The University of British Columbia.

1. Purpose,

The study was implemented to "design and test a self-instructional
program for elementary teachers. specifically, the program consists of
materials to help teachers select and arrange sequences of behaviorally
stated objectives."

2. Rationale

The question, "How did you decide what mathematics you would use,with
your pupils today?", was asked of elementary teachers and graduate mathp-
matics.educatioa students and the most frequent answer was, "wd did the
next page in our math book." Sowell felt that the reply "seems almost
incredible" due to the increased emphases in recent year on understanding
mathematics and individualizing instruction. Although she feels textbooks
are valuable resource materials, relying'on them exclusively deprives^
Children of manipulative learning experiences. She also states that a
single source of mathematics information is inappropriate for most class-
rooms since the rage of pupil abilities usually widens as the grade level
advances.

I

3. Research DesiAn.ad Procedure
, A

Self-instructional materials were wiitten to assist teachers in,
selecting and arranging objectives 4,0equences. The seven sections were
bases for instructional sequences,:prenumbertperations, numeration,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Each section
f6hiured an overview, general goal statements, flow charts containing
obj&tives, explanations (definitions and illustrations of objectives),
And self-checking assessments.

A forty item multiple-choice test was developed to assess teachers'
abilities to select objectives which are prereqpisite to a given terminal
objective and to place them in correct sequence. The test, like the
principles upOn which objectives and sequences were based, was validated
by a group of mathematics education perAons. ,Equivalent fops of the
test Were prepared and the instrument was administered to forty-five ,

pre-service teachers resulting in a Kuder Richardson formula 21 co-
efficient of internal consistency of 0.887.
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.MateriaN, were used both -witty pre- And in-service teachers. The
' sample of pre-servicg teachers included two sections of elementary majors
whp iere enrolled in a mathematics methods class. By toss of a coin one
",,gropp of 31 students became the experimental group (Ep) while the second
iiup of 30 studants was the control ro (C )s up

No claim for a random sample is made for the in-service teachers.

Twenty-six teachers volunteered as the experimental group (Ei) and twenty
teachers from the same school district volunteered as controls (C/:).
Since all of these teachers were certified, they have credit fOr at
least one course.in mathematics education.

t;

The pre-tests were administered to experimental and control groups
oil the same day. Then control groups continued their regular activities
while experimental groups studied the instructional materials. During
nine clock hours scheduled for this study, participants worked independ-
ently of in groups of their choosing." The investigator was present as an
observer at all sessions. Following'the study, all subjects took a
posttest.

The means of the post-test scores for Ep and C were compared using
analysis of covariance with pre-test scores serving as the covai/ate.
The same analysis was implemented for.the two in-service groups.

n4. Findings

The experimental group scored significantly higher than the control
group for both the pre-serace and the in- service' subjects.

5. Interpretations

The materials seemed to achieve'the intended purpose, namely, the
subjects that used the self - instructional psOgram were assessed as having
better "abilities to select objectives which-are prerequisite to a given
terminal objective and.to place them in correct sequence."

Abstractor's Notes

Swell justifiably states that, "No claim for a random sample is
made for the in-service teachers."khe in:service groups were all
volpnteers, which is not unusual for this type of study using in class
teachers. In Sowell's study (if the article statement is accurate) the
teachers didn't just voltinteer to be in the study, but volunteered for
the particular group they would be in, with 26 in the experimental group
and 20 in the control group. The experimental subjects were allowed to
work vindependently or in groups of their Choosing." Questions of random-
ness of the sample and indepgndence of the data arise concerning the
statistics used to compare the Post-teit means.
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As is true of many rasearch articles, no examples from the self
instructional program or the tests.are given. Examples could have shed
some light on the test, especially Ohen the teachers were asked to
arrange the objectives to match some pre-determined correct sequence.

41so the post-test seems to have been a test on how well the
subjects learned the material in the self-instructional program, a.pro-
gram the control group never saw and the experimental group studied for
nine hours.

The study did, however, successfully design a self-instructional
program which assists teachers to learn to sequence stated objectives.
A very important, future study is suggested by Sowell, ". . . there
should be a follow-up study tfind out whether teachers who learned
to sequence instructional activities for pupils will indeed do so with
their pupils."
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STUDENT EVALDATI6N OF MATHMATICS INSTRUCTION. Waits, Bert K.; Elbrink,
Larry C., Two Year College Mathematics Journal, v4 n2, pp59-66, Spr 73.

Desdript6rs--*College Mathematics,.*Cqurse Evaluation,-*Evaluation,
*Research, *Teacher Evaluation, Instrectio, Mathematics Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Phillip
S. Jones, .University,,of Michigan.

1. Purpose

To investigate whether students'' evaluations of instructors in a
,college calculus course are biased by the students' achievement in the
course.

2. Rationale

There appears to be A growing concern for the evaluation of teach-
ing. Student ratings of teachers are being used to provide data
supporting hiring and promotion, to provide feedback to teachers on the
basis of which they may improVe their work, and to help students in
course selection. With such fundamental uses being made of this data.
it is important to examine its meaning, validity and implications. The
authors cite a survey of the literature of teacher evaluation by Franceq
Dwyer as characterizing evaluations as subjective and subject to many
inherent limitations. They chose to study the extent to which students'
achievement in mathematics may bias their evaluation of their mathematics
teachers. The authors felt that this biasing effect may be greater in
mathematics than in other fields because manysstudents view required
mathematics courses as unpleasant, uninteresting, and difficult.

3. Research Design and Procedure

A SET (Student Evaluation of Teaching) questionnaire developed by
br. Robert W. Ullman of Ohio State University was administered to all
students in the sixteen sections of the second course in calculus with
economic applications for non-mathematics, nor physical science maloYs.
The questionnaire contained 48 questions 'divided into three categories- -
course, instructor, examination. Approximately half the questions were
phrased positively and about half were phrased negatively. ,The students
selected one of strongly 'agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree
for each question. These replies were scaled as 3, 2, 1, 0, in that
order, for positive questions and in reverse order for negative questions.
In addition so using these factors to compute a rating for each student
in each category, the average midterm score on4he departmental examina-
tions was 'determined for each student.

Three null hypotheses were then tested for each section'of the
-course. These were the correlation between achievement, defined as
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average midterm examination score, and the course rating, the teacher
rating, and the examination rating would each, in turn, be zero. A
second set of three null hypotheses were formulated and tested by classi-
fying the achievement scores into five groups, using the cfassification
as the independent variable and the three rating scores in turn as
dependent,variables, and applying one-way analysis of variance. The

hypotheses were that there was no effect of achievement rank on the

student ratings. The second procedure was applied to test the possibility

that there might exist non-linear relationships which would not be re-

vealed by correlations computations. j

4. Findings '

The hypothesis that the correlation of achievement with bourse
rating would be zero was rejected for seven of the sixteen.setions, but
the null hypothesis was rejected for only one section in each case when
teacher and examination ratings were compared with achievement.

When the second set of hypotheses were tested using grouped achieve-
ment scores rather than raw scores the null hypothesis with respect to
course rating, was rejected for qnly two sections, and the null hypoth-

es th respect to examination 4nd with respect to teacher ratings
ejected in one section for each. No significant relations not

lied by the correlation analysis were implied by the analysis of

variance.

5. Interpretations

The writers concluded that some teachers can expect to receive
student evaluations unbiased brstudent achievement, but that other
teachers will receive biased ratings on the basis of the fact that al-
though the correlation between achievement and teacher rating was
significant at the .05 level in only one section, it wAt positive and
near significance in eight others.

They noted that evaluations of courses and examinations correlated
significantly with achievement (good students giving favorabte ratings)

in about one half the sections. The writers also note that their sub-
jective evaluation of their colleagues would lead to the same ranking

as the SET with a few notable exceptions. They concluded with words of

warning; they could not recommend any evaluation instrument, adminis-
trators should,encourage student evaluations only after careful consid-
eration of their psychological and local effects including the possibility

that to ers might teach for good ratings.
, *

Abstractor's Notes

The writers' concluding concern for the possible deletettous effect
of SET's on teaching is supported by Leon W. Zelby who- reportal an
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experiment in teaching paired classes by different methods as reports@ in
Science, volume 183 (29 March 1974) pp. 1267-1270. He felt that he could I

manipulate hisSFE (SET) score, improving it by using procedures which had
a greater appeal to students (especially to the less able students), but
which were intrinsically less desirable educationally.

The writers' statistical result that there is little correlation
between grades and student ratings is supported by other studies as is
also their feeling revealed by their phrases, "some teachers might expect
to receive unbiased evaluatioA ratings -- the ratings of some teachers
will be biased--". In the article by J. A. Kulik and W. J. Keachie, "The
Evaluation of Teachers in Higher Education': prepared for Review,of
Research in Education, Vol. 3 (1975) edited by F. N. Kerlinger, a 1928
study, by Remmers, a 1950 study by Elliott and a 1971 publication by
Cason, Greenough, and Menge are cited, all of which found overall
correlation between grades and ratings to be very low. However, somewhat
deeper analyses tend to show that instructors tend to differ, by choice
or nature, in the level of student With whom they are most effective.
Hence some instructors may tend to receive better ratings from good.
students and other instructors may be highly rated by poorer students.
This may explain the marked difference in the behavior of one or two of
the sections in the study by Waits and Elbrink.
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